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Abstract 
This paper reports the findings of a sociolinguistic survey conducted among the Khmer Khe people in 

Cambodia in 2009. The data collection was conducted by staff of the International Cooperation of Cambodia 
and the findings are compiled and presented by researchers at Payap University in Chiang Mai Thailand. 

Researchers visited three Khe villages in Stung Treng province. It was reported that the Khe language 
shows only slight variations from village to village, and that comprehension is possible between all Khe 
varieties. Khe is found to be very closely related to Cambodia's national language (with lexical similarity 
above 90%). Khe continues to be spoken in daily life by all generations, so it is not believed that Khe speakers 
are currently shifting to use of another language. However, bilingualism is high with the national language 
and also with Lao and there is widespread acceptance of the national language. Therefore, it is not 
recommended at this time that vernacular langauge materials be developed in Khmer Khe. 
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1. Introduction 

The goals of this language survey were to answer the following: 

1. How many varieties of Khmer Khe are there and are they intelligible? 

2. Are the speakers of Khmer Khe shifting to another language?  

3. What other languages is Khmer Khe most closely related to? 

The answers to these questions will be used to determine whether speakers of the Khmer Khe language 
would be able to use a single set of language materials, whether it would be necessary to create a new set of 
language materials in the Khmer Khe language, and if not, what other language materials would be most 
easily understood by Khmer Khe speakers. 

The data collection for this research was done by International Cooperation Cambodia (ICC) staff (Philip 
Lambrecht, Seng Krisna, and Khoeun Sothika) December 14-17, 2009 in three villages in Stung Treng 
Province of Cambodia. The analysis and write-up of the report was carried out by Jennifer Herington and 
Amy Ryan of the Linguistics Institute at Payap University in Chiang Mai, Thailand. In this report, ICC staff 
responsible for the data collection will be referred to as “the researchers,” and Payap University staff 
conducting the analysis will be termed “the writers.” 

1.1 Ethnic Names, Language Names, and Linguistic Classification 

The subject of this language survey is the ethnic Khmer Khe or Khmer Khes people in Cambodia and the 
language or languages that they speak. The writers are not aware of any literature that references the Khmer 
Khe people or their language. Interview subjects reported that their language and ethnic group are also called 
Khmer Kha-ak or Khmer Khak. The writers have no data on the usage or acceptability of these terms. 

Khmer Khe has not been classified linguistically, though it is lexically similar to Central Khmer (ISO 639-
3: KHM) and Northern Khmer (ISO 639-3: KXM). 

1.2 Location and Population 

1.2.1 Location of Khe Villages 

The Khmer Khe people live in Stung Treng province. Research for this report was conducted in Siem Pang 
district: in Peam Khes village (Srae Sambour commune), in Khes Kraom village (Preaek Meas commune), and 
in Nhangsum village (Thma Keo commune; also spelled Nheang Sum). These villages are all located within 
about twenty kilometers of each other. The locations of these villages and others can be seen in Figure 1: Map of 

Khmer Khe villages in CambodiaFigure 1, below. 

 

 



 

 

Figure 1: Map of Khmer Khe villages in Cambodia

 

 



 

 

1.2.2 Demographics of Khe Villages 

When asked where else their language is spoken, subjects listed a total of 13 other villages in the same 
district. These villages are interspersed with Khmer and Table 1 lists all of these villages according to their 
respective communes, and also lists which group interviews mentioned each of them. For a few villages, 
additional information was provided such as population estimates or the presence of other ethnic groups. 
These have been included in the table; however, this information was not provided for the majority of villages 
mentioned. 
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Table 1: Khe Villages 
Di

str
ict

 
Co

m
m

un
e 

Village (Reported by) 

(Reported as 
speaking 

DIFFERENTLY 
by)1 

Total 
population 

Khe 
population 

Other Ethnic 
Groups 

Fa
m

ili
es

 

In
di

vi
du

als
 

Fa
m

ili
es

 

In
di

vi
du

als
 

Si
em

 P
an

g 
Sr

ae
 S

am
bo

ur
 

Peam Khes 
(Peam Khes, Khes 

Kraom) 
(Nhang Sum) 100  100   

Kanhchanh Kouk / 
Kanhchanhkok 

(Peam Khes, Khes 
Kraom; Nhang Sum) 

(Nhang Sum)      

Srae Ruessei / Srae 
Ruessey 

(Peam Khes, Khes 
Kraom; Nhang Sum) 

(Nhang Sum)      

Kanhchanghterk / 
Kanhchanh Tuek / 

Kanhchangterk 
(Nhang Sum) (Nhang Sum)      

Ket Mooeng / 
Ket Moeung 

(Nhang Sum) (Nhang Sum)      

Pr
ea

k 
M

ea
s 

Khes Kraom (Khes Kraom)    140 877 
Few Khmer, 

no Lao 

Khes Svay 
(Peam Khes, Khes 

Kraom, Nhang Sum) 
(Khes Kraom, 
Nhang Sum) 

  152 897 
Dozen Khmer, 

no Lao 
Pong Kriel / 

Pongkriel 
(Peam Khes, Khes 

Kraom, Nhang Sum) 
(Khes Kraom)   125 709 

Few Khmer, 
no Lao 

Tuol Kruos (part of 
Pong Kriel) 

(Peam Khes)       

Kham Pouk   131 654 10  
Mostly Lao, 
also Khmer, 
also La-ak 

Th
m

a K
eo

 

Nhang Sum (Khes Kraom) 
(Khes Kraom, 
Peam Khes) 

164 809 100   

Mak Phoeung (part 
of Nhang Sum) 

(Khes Kraom)       

? ? Khe Thom (Peam Khes)       

 
                                                      

1 The Nhang Sum short interview asked two different questions: Which villages speak the SAME as you? Which villages speak DIFFERENTLY 

from you? This question was not specifically asked in Khes Kraom or Peam Khes, however, interview subjects sometimes volunteered information 

about which villages spoke differently. This has been noted in the table. 
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2. Methodology  

When planning this survey, ICC staff in Ratanakiri already had some knowledge about the Khmer Khe 
speakers in Stung Treng.  They reported that Khmer Khe speakers live within 20 km from the Siem Pang 
district town in about four villages, including these three:  Khes Svay, Khes Kraom, Peam Khes. However, at 
the time, the research team did not know very much else about Khmer Khe speakers. Therefore, the goals of 
the research were to find out where the Khmer Khe live, how many varieties of Khmer Khe there are, whether 
the Khmer Khe language is still used or not, and what other languages Khmer Khe is most closely related to. 

In addition, the researchers also wanted to know which varieties could probably be grouped together to 
use the same literature or spoken language materials. The criteria for suggesting varieties that could possibly 
be grouped together are intelligibility and acceptance. Therefore, the research questions are related to: 

 identity—what languages do people speak and what are the perceived differences between 
languages? 

 intelligibility—how well can people inherently understand a language variety without learning it? 

 acceptance—which varieties would people listen to or read, or which varieties would they reject? 

The methods used to answer the research questions were interviews and word list comparisons. The 
research team interviewed subjects in three Khe villages. The work done in each village is listed in Table 2. 

Table 2: Work done in each village 

Commune Village (Total Families) (Khe Families) Word List Interviews 

Srae Sambour Peam Khes (100) (100) 209 items 1 group; 10 family 
Preaek Meas Khes Kraom (140) (?) 299 items 1 group; 10 family 
Thma Keo Nhang Sum (164) (100) N/A Short group interview 

2.1 Site Selection 

Site selection was somewhat limited by the amount of data available before beginning the fieldwork on 
Khmer Khe. Before fieldwork, researchers had been told that Khmer Khe speakers live within 20 km from the 
Siem Pang district town in about four villages: Khes Svay, Khes Kraom, Peam Khes. The research team 
planned to leave the selection of Khmer Khe sites open-ended, depending on the information gathered during 
interviews. The researchers did not have a way to obtain lists of Khe villages and demographic information 
beforehand.  

The team chose to conduct interviews in Peam Khes and Khes Kraom because they are in two different 
communes and were each reportedly the center of distinct varieties of Khmer Khe. According to the 
information gathered in the interviews, half of the Khmer Khes villages are very close to Khes Kraom, and in 
Peam Khes, it was reported that Khes Kraom had the best way of speaking, though it was a bit different from 
Peam Khes.  The researchers also visited Nhangsum because it is geographically separate from the other two 
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areas and people said they spoke differently. The research team believes that this has allowed them to gather 
data in the most strategic way possible, even though due to time constraints, they were unable to visit more 
than three sites. 

2.2 Sociolinguistic Questionnaires 

Sociolinguistic questionnaires were used by the research team to gauge language use and language 
attitudes among the Khe people. The researchers designed three different questionnaires for this survey, but 
did not pilot test them beforehand. These questionnaires appear in Appendix A, Appendix B, and Appendix C. 
The questionnaires appear there in their entirety, but there were several questions on each questionnaire that 
were not asked, which are shown with a line drawn through them. These questionnaires were also used in a 
survey of Mel and Khaonh languages, so those questions may have been more relevant to that research and 
unnecessary for the Khmer Khe survey. 

2.2.1 Group Interviews 

The methodology for group interviews was to ask the village leader to bring together groups of Khe 
people, preferably older people knowledgeable about their history and culture. When the group gathered at 
the time set by the village leader, the researchers followed a questionnaire asking about how people identified 
themselves, what languages they use when and how well, how well they understand other varieties, and so 
on. The researchers tried to encourage participation from all the participants in the group interviews. The 
group interviewed in Peam Khes consisted of 12 older people. The group interviewed in Khes Kraom consisted 
of 9 people. The questionnaire is contained in Appendix A. 

2.2.2 Individual Interviews 

Because some of the things to be studied, such as children’s language use or language proficiency, could 
vary from family to family and from generation to generation, the reseachers wanted to get a better 
representation of the range of responses in the village than could be gotten in the group interview. To do this, 
information regarding randomly selected families/households was collected by interviewing an individual 
from each of the selected families. The text of this interview appears in Appendix B. 

Families were chosen for individual interviews by getting a list of all families from the village leader and 
randomly selecting about thirty families from that list. If the researchers came across a non-Khe family in the 
list, that family would be crossed off and the researchers would move on to the next. The researchers still 
included one interview subject in Peam Khes who was born to Lao-speaking parents but was raised by her Khe 
stepfather. 

Individuals were chosen to interview from the randomly selected family by convenience—the researchers 
interviewed any adult from the family who was available and willing to be interviewed. Sometimes several 
people from one family participated in the interview. Whether the “individual interview” was given to one 
person or a group, the researchers, following the questionnaire, asked questions about the whole family. For 
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example, the researchers asked the individual to report what her first language was, as well as the first 
language of her grandparents, parents, her siblings, her spouse, her children (if any), and her grandchildren (if 
any). 

Questions were intended to show generational differences in responses by asking about grandparents, 
parents, children, and grandchildren. The researchers did not record the age of the individuals interviewed. 
However, individuals were typically from a “middle” generation—individuals that probably had children of 
their own but were not the “elderly” people in the family. The researchers estimate that the individuals 
interviewed were mostly between twenty and forty years old. 

Individual interviews were conducted in two villages: 10 interviews in Peam Khes and 10 in Khes Kraom. 
The researchers believed that twenty interviews would give a good representation of the village. In Peam Khes 
there was one randomly selected family that was not interviewed because they lived in a field far from town 
and the road was cut off. When this happened the next randomly selected family from the list was interviewed 
instead. In Khes Kraom there was no non-response. The writers believe that this one non-response would not 
seriously affect the results of the survey. 

2.2.3 Short Group Interview 

An additional short group interview was conducted in Nhangsum village, consisting of only 52 questions 
instead of the nearly 200 used in the full group interview in the other two villages. Limited data was collected 
in this village, as the research team did not have much time to dedicate to interviews there. 

2.3 Lexical Similarity Comparison 

Wordlists were collected in Peam Khes village and in Khes Kraom village. The wordlist used had 499 
lexical items, however only the first 209 items were collected in Peam Khes, and the first 299 were collected 
in Khes Kraom. The researchers reported that Khe has a high lexical similarity to central Khmer, however, the 
writers were unable to locate a standard wordlist in central Khmer to conduct a complete lexical similarity 
comparison. Other linguists were consulted and several provided central Khmer wordlists that they had used 
for wordlist elicitation in other languages. However, none of these lists had been elicited from native 
speakers, and were therefore used by the writers only for estimating cognate percentages and not for formal 
sound change analysis. The two Khe wordlists along with the three central Khmer lists used for comparison 
can be found in Appendix C. The wordlists have been compared using the “inspection method” described in 
Nahhas and Mann2 (2007:30). Words have been marked as being “likely” cognates (most sound segments are 
the same or similar; highlighted in yellow); “possible” cognates (some sound segments are the same or 
similar; highlighted in orange); or “unlikely” cognates (few or no same or similar sound segments; highlighted 
in pink).  
                                                      

2 Nahhas, Ramzi W. and Mann, Noel W. 2007. The Steps of Eliciting and Analyzing Word Lists: A Practical Guide. Chiang Mai: SIL MSEAG 

Survey Team. 
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3. Language Varieties, Intelligibility, and Acceptance 

One goal of the research was to find out how many varieties of Khmer Khe exist and whether they are 
intelligible. Another was to determine what other languages Khmer Khe is most closely related to. The 
answers to these two questions will be used as a basis for defining groups of people that could potentially use 
the same language materials. A few questions on the group interviews addressed this point but the primary 
methodology for determining this was through comparison of the two collected wordlists. 

3.1 Group Interview Questions 

3.1.1 Varieties of Khmer Khes 

In each of the three three villages where group interviews were conducted, subjects were asked to name 
other villages which speak Khmer Khe. Their responses are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Group interview responses of other villages that speak Khmer Khe 
GROUP INTERVIEW Peam Khes Khes Kraom 

Q#7. How many other villages speak 
your language? 

Kanhchanhkok, Srae Ruessey, Khe 
Thom, Peam Khes, Khes Svay, 
Pongkriel, Tuolkruos (All villages in 
Prek Meas commune speak the same 
Khe). We can understand Khmer Sorin, 
but we never meet them. But it is 
similar. We heard it by song. 

Srae Ruessey, Kanchanhkok, 
Peam Khes, Khes Kraom, Khes 
Svay, Pongkriel, Nhangsum, Mak 
Phoeung. 

Q#8. If they list any villages we don’t 
know, find out in which commune and 
distance (near where, how long to get 
there, which road) 

Skip Kanhchanhkok, Srae Ruessey, 
Khes Kraom speak the same, but 
different from Nhangsum, Khes 
Svay, Pongkriel. 

Q#10. Do the different groups have 
names for their dialect/way of 
speaking?  

Nhangsum speak diferent from us. Preak Meas commune speak 
different from Sambor commune. 

Q#11. How is your way of speaking 
different from theirs (places mentioned 
in Q#10)? 

Khmer Khe and Khmer is not the same. 
Khmer said Plov, but we said Pluu, Dey 
and Dy, Krabey and Krabeu, Ou and 
Oure, Oeuv and Uu, Koun and Kora-ne. 

skip 

Q#12. Examples of vocabulary 
differences between A and B. 

Khmer speak softer, but we speak 
heavier. Khe use the old word of Khmer 
to function as pronounce I and you 
"Anh, Horng, Haeng, etc." But now we 
follow Khmer. 

Preak Meas said Tuol, but 
Sambor said Tuolra, Duong and 
Doung, Mates and Pratis. Preak 
Meas speak slower, but Sambor 
speak fast. 

SHORT INTERVIEW Nhangsum 
Q#24. What other villages speak 
Khmer Khe the same as you? 

Preak Meas, Khes Svay, Khes Kraom, Pongkriel, Peam Khes, 
Kanhchanghterk, Keet Mooeng. And srae sambo commune. 

Q#25. What other villages speak 
Khmer Khe differently from you? 

Ket Moeung, Srae ruessey, Kanchchangterk, Kanchanhkok, Peakm Khe, Khes 
Svay. They speak short. 

Q#26. How do they speak differently? Nhangsum said Pracheachun, but Peam Khes said Pracheachoin. Krabey and 
Krabeu, Sangkram and Sangkream. One is softer and one is heavier. 

From these responses, it appears that there are slight differences between the Khe spoken in the three 
different communes visited (Srae Sambour, Preak Meas, and Thma Kaeo). However, the reported differences 
are minor and do not seem to affect comprehension between varieties. For example, the main differences 
reported between groups are either small vocabulary differences or differences such as one variety is “softer” 
and the other is “heavier.” None of the groups reported that they were unable to understand any of the other 
Khmer Khe villages.  

Researchers were also interested in knowing what variety of Khmer Khe is thought of as the best by Khe 
speakers. Question 27 from the short interview and question 22 from the group interview asked where the 
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Khmer Khe language is spoken most correctly. Subjects in Nhangsum listed Khes Svay and Khes Kraom as the 
places where they speak Khe best. Peam Khes also listed Khes Kraom, while in Khes Kraom itself, it was 
reported that all villages speak the same. However, in both group interview villages, when asked what way of 
speaking written materials should follow, the subjects said that Khes Kraom would be best. From these 
answers, it seems that Khes Kraom variety is generally seen as the most prestigious or correct variety of 
Khmer Khe. However, it should be noted that this is based on a very limited set of data. 

Table 4: Prestige dialect 

Village 

GROUP INTERVIEW SHORT INTERVIEW 
Q#22. Which village is the place 

where your language is spoken most 
correctly? 

Q#23. If you were to write down the 
Khmer Khe language in a book, which way 

of speaking should the writing follow? 

Q#27.   In which 
village is Khmer Khe 

spoken most correctly? 
Peam 
Khes 

Khes Kraom Khes Kraom  

Khes 
Kraom 

All villages speak the same. Before 
we don't speak Khe like this, just 

because in Pol Pot regime we speak 
mix with Khmer. 

Khes Kraom  

Nhangsum   
Khes Svay and Khes 

Kraom 

3.1.2 Acceptance of Central Khmer 

In considering the possibility of sharing literature with closely related languages, it is necessary to 
consider not just whether people understand the other language, but their attitudes towards the other 
language, as well. Therefore, the research team asked questions to gauge how people feel about Central 
Khmer to see whether negative language attitudes would be a barrier to Khe people using materials already 
developed in Khmer.  

In the individual interviews, subjects were asked whether they would rather listen to an interesting story 
in Khe, Khmer or Bunong. It appears that people are divided on which language they would prefer to listen to. 
People in Khes Kraom seemed to prefer Khe by a slight margin, but were evenly split between Khe and Khmer 
in Peam Khes. Additionally, in the group interviews, people were asked whether they like to hear stories in 
Khmer language (Q#66). This question was not asked in Khes Kraom, but in Peam Khes, the consensus was 
that they preferred to listen to “Khmer first, Khe second, and Lao the third [sic]. Khmer is more beautiful 
because it is the common language in [Cambodia].” While this does not show negative attitudes towards Khe, 
it does show positive attitudes towards the language of wider communication, which would indicate 
acceptance toward the use of language materials in Khmer. 
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Table 5: In what language would you rather hear an interesting story? 
Q#185. Would you rather hear an interesting 

story in Khmer Khe, Bunong, or Khmer? 
Language 

Village 
Khe Khmer 

Peam Khes 5 5 
Khes Kraom 6 4 

Total 11 9 

Additionally, the group interviewees in Peam Khes and Khes Kraom were asked whether they think the 
Khmer language sounds nice (Q#65). Both groups said that they do enjoy the sound of Khmer, although they 
were divided on whether Lao language also sounds nice. This seems to suggest that attitudes towards Khmer 
are positive and would not be a barrier to using literature or other materials already developed in Khmer. 

Table 6: Khmer Language Attitudes 
Village Q#65. Do you think the Khmer language sounds nice? 
Peam Khes Yes, Khmer sounds beautiful. Want to hear, want to watch movie. Lao also sounds good. But we are 

not interested in Lun language. Lun is very difficult language. When Lun people come here, they 
speak Khmer.3 

Khes Kraom Yes, Khmer is soft and gentle, but we speak stiff. Lao sounds not good. We don't want to hear in Lao. 

3.2 Lexical Similarity Comparison 

3.2.1 Similarity between different varieties of Khmer Khe 

All but two items (190 and 204) are lexically similar between the two Khe lists collected. In addition, some minor 
differences can be observed between the two lists. A sampling of these differences is shown in Table 7. 

A. The vowel [ɔ] in Peam Khes sometimes appears as [o] or [ɨ] in Khes Kraom (Lexical items 5, 16, 45, 77, 127, 128, 
199) 

B. The vowel [o] in Peam Khes sometimes appears as [u] or [ʊ] in Khes Kraom (Lexical items 7, 59, 71, 187) 

C. The vowels [æ] and [ɛ] in Peam Khes sometimes appear as [e] in Khes Kraom (Lexical items 20, 26, 38, 58, 66, 
67, 68, 81, 155, 158) 

D. Some vowels are creaky in Khes Kraom but not in Peam Khes (Lexical items 21, 43, 44, 45, 56, 84, 91, 121, 170, 
178, 182, 205, 206, 208) 

E. Some vowels are breathy in Khes Kraom but not in Peam Khes (Lexical items 35, 70, 86, 100, 196, 198) 

F. The vowel [ə] in Peam Khes sometimes appears as [ɨ] in Khes Kraom (Lexical items 50, 78, 111) 

                                                      

3According to the researchers, Lun is related to the languages of Lave (ISO 639-3: brb) and Kavet (ISO 639-3: krv), both members of the Brao-

Kravet language family (Philip Lambrecht, personal communication, 15 December 2012.). 
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G. Some vowels which are short in Peam Khes are long in Khes Kraom (Lexical items 50, 64, 68) 

Table 7: Sound Changes between Peam Khes and Khes Kraom 
# English Peam Khes Khes Kraom Sound change 
5 Cloud pɔpɔːk popoːk A 
7 Night jop jup B 
16 Bark sɔmbɔk cʰɨ sɨm bɔk A 
20 Fruit pʰlæː pʰleː C 
21 Grass sᵊmaw sᵊma w D 
26 Dog cʰkɛː cʰkeː C 
35 fly (n.) rui r i E 
38 Eye pʰnæːk pʰneːk C 
43 neck kɔː kɔ ː  D 
44 hand bat daj ba t da  D 
45 fingernail krɔcɔːk krɨcɔ ː k A, D 
50 knee kbal ɟəːŋ kbal ɟɨŋ kʊŋ  F, G 
56 blood cʰaːm cʰa ː m D 
58 mother mæː meː C 
59 child koːn kuːn B 
64 sew dir diːr G 
66 burn (v.) (wood) cʰɛh cʰeh C 
67 ashes pæh peh C 
68 smoke pᵊsɛːŋ pᵊseŋ C, G 
70 hear lɯː lɯ ː E 
71 weep / cry jom jum B 
77 blow (v.) (w/mouth) pʰlɔm pʰlom A 
78 laugh (v.) sɘːc sɨːc F 
81 scratch (v.)(person) ʔɛh ʔeh C 
84 stand (v.) cʰɔːr cʰɔ ː r D 
86 push (v.) ruɲ r ɲ E 
91 tie (v.) cɔːŋ cɔ ː ŋ D 
100 dig (v.) (a hole) cik ci  k E 
111 many (people) crəːn crɨːn F 
121 black kʰmaw kʰmaw  D 
127 cold (water) trɔcɛak trɨcɛak A 
128 heavy tʰŋɔn tʰŋon A 
155 iron dɛːk deːk C 
158 branch mɛːk cʰɨ meːk  C 
170 liquor sraː sra ː  D 
178 garlic kᵊtɨm sɔː kᵊtɨm sɔ ː  D 
182 cooked rice baː  ba ː   D 
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187 gibbon toːc tuːc B 
190 bark (verb) pruh kɔh (unlikely cognate) 
196 tail kəntu  kənt   E 
198 tusk (elephant) pʰluk pʰl k E 
199 nest (bird) sɔmbok sɨmbok A 
204 insect sat ləʔit sat tuc tuːc (unlikely cognate) 
205 spider piŋ pɛaŋ piŋ pɛ  aŋ D 
206 louse (head) caj ca   D 
208 cockroach kənlaːt kənla ː t D 

Being that the differences between Peam Khes and Khes Kraom are so minor, the writers believe that all 
Khe speakers would easily be able to use a single set of language materials. 

3.2.2 Similarity between Khmer Khe and Central Khmer 

The two Khmer Khe wordlists were compared with wordlists for Central Khmer and lexical similarity was 
found to be extremely high. An estimation of lexical similarity percentages is shown in Table 8. 

Table 8: Lexical Similarity Comparison between Khmer Khe and Central Khmer 
Lexical 
items 

Peam Khes Khes Kraom 

#1-209 

Likely cognates with central Khmer: 200 
Unlikely or possible cognates: 9 

Percentage lexical similarity to central Khmer: 
at least 96% 

Likely cognates with central Khmer: 198 
Unlikely or possible cognates: 11 

Percentage lexical similarity to central Khmer: 
at least 95% 

#210-299 No data 

Likely cognates with central Khmer: 79 
Unlikely or possible cognates: 10 

Percentage lexical similarity to central Khmer: 
at least 89% 

#300-499 No data No data 

The wordlists demonstrate slight differences in pronunciation between Khmer Khe and central Khmer. The 
researchers noted, for example, that there are places where Khmer used to have a final /r/, as evident in the 
writing, but have since deleted it. However, the Khmer Khe still pronounce this final /r/. The writers also note 
lexical items where a final /k/ in Khmer Khe corresponds to a glottal stop or nothing in central Khmer and 
items where a word initial aspirated consonant in central Khmer is dropped in Khmer Khe, retaining only the 
initial aspiration. A sampling of these sound changes follows in Table 9. 
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Table 9: Sound changes between Khmer Khe and Central Khmer 

# English Peam Khes Khes Kraom 
Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Andrew Carson) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Diethelm Kanjahn) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 
Eric Pawley) 

18 Leaf ʰlək ʰlək slək chəː slə k slək 
29 Wing ʰlaːp (sat) sᵊlaːp   slap slaːp 
37 Hair sɔk sɔk sɒʔ s ɔ ʔ sɑʔ 
45 Fingernail krɔcɔːk krɨcɔ ː k  krɔcɔːʔ krɑcɑːʔ 
64 Sew dirdir diːr dɛi ɗɛi dei 
82 Die (v.) ʔləp ŋəp/ʰləp slap sl p slap 
84 Stand (v.) cʰɔːr cʰɔ ː r chɔː cʰo cʰɔː 
85 Walk (v.) dɨr dɘr daə ɗaə daə 
88 Fall (v, prs, off cliff) ʰlak ʰlak  tʰleaʔ tʰleəʔ 
98 Stab (v.) cakcak cak caʔ c ʔ caʔ 
102 Two (people) pirpir pir piː pi piː 
107 Seven (people) pram pil pram pil pɾam piː prampi, prampəl pram piː 
149 Sea sramɔt sramɔt  s  m ɔ t samot 
154 Silver prakprak prak  praʔ praʔ 
155 Iron dɛːk deːk  ɗaeʔ daeʔ 
165 Kapok dɨm kor dɨm kor  ɗaəm ko  
168 Lime (for betel chew) kᵊmboːr kᵊmboːr  k ɔ m ao  
189 Rat kəndor kəndor kɒndol k ɔ nɗ ɔ l kɑndol 
203 Frog ʔaŋkeːp ʔaŋkeːp kɒŋkaɛp k ɔ ŋkaep kɑŋkaep 
271 Flow (verb)   huːr  hɔʊ hou 
280 Work (verb)   tʰɨ kar  tvɵka twəə kaa 
283 Sell (verb)   lʊk luəʔ luəʔ l əʔ 
292 Shallow (adj)   rɛak  re ʔ  

3.2.3 Comprehension Test 

In language situations where lexical similarity is greater than 70%, it is usually recommended that the 
next step be to conduct comprehension testing. No comprehension testing was conducted among the Khmer 
Khe people. However, due to the responses given in group and individual interviews, the writers believe that 
proficiency in central Khmer is very high among Khe speakers. It would be difficult to determine whether that 
is due to inherent intelligibility (as the two languages are closely related) or acquired intelligibility (as central 
Khmer is the language of wider communication). 

3.3 Summary of Varieties, Intelligibility and Acceptance 

The differences between varieties of Khmer Khe are minor. The writers believe that all Khe speakers 
would be able to use the same language materials. The question that remains is whether it would be necessary 
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to create new materials in the Khmer Khe language, or whether Khmer Khe people would be able to use 
language materials developed in another language. 

When considering whether a language group will need development of additional language materials, it is 
necessary to consider the following factors: 

 Language vitality. 

 Comprehension with a related speech variety (in this case, central Khmer) 

 Bilingualism with a language of wider communication (in this case, also central Khmer) 

 Attitudes toward related speech variety or language of wider communication (central Khmer) 

In the following section, the writers will consider vitality of Khmer Khe and proficiency in central Khmer. 
If it is believed that proficiency in central Khmer is high and that there are no negative attitudes toward 
central Khmer, particularly if vitality of Khmer Khe is found to be low, the writers will recommend that no 
new materials be developed in Khmer Khe. If vitality of Khmer Khe is found to be high and proficiency in 
central Khmer is low or there are negative attitudes toward central Khmer, then there may be a need for new 
language material development. 

4. Language Vitality 

Language vitality is the likelihood that a language will continue to be spoken by future generations of a 
language community. It is a complex phenomenon that requires careful examination. In this section, the 
writers will discuss the answers to the various sociolinguistic interviews and what they reveal about the 
vitality of Khmer Khe. Some of the factors considered by the writers in evaluating language vitality are: 

 Language proficiency (in both Khmer Khe and in central Khmer).  

 Domains of language use. If there are found to be domains where Khe is still used exclusively, this 
is a positive indicator for Khe vitality. 

 Children’s language use. If all children in a Khe community speak Khmer as their first language 
and continue to use it throughout their lives, this is a positive indicator for Khe vitality. 

 Predictions of future vitality. In this section the writers analyse interview sub ects’ reported 
opinions about whether and how their language will continue to be spoken in the future.  

4.1 Language Proficiency 

In considering language proficiency as a factor of language vitality, it is important to consider proficiency 
of both the local language and the language of wider communication (LWC). If all individuals are proficient in 
both languages, this may be an example of a diglossic situation, in which both languages are used by the 
entire community, each in a particular set of situations or “domains” of language use. However, a situation 
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cannot be determined to be truly diglossic unless it is believed that the situation has and will remain 
unchanged across generations. Otherwise, it may be an indication that the language community is beginning 
to favor use of the language of wider communication. This is a process known as language shift, and may lead 
to the extinction of the local language.  

Table 10: Language proficiency as an indicator of vitality 

 
Entire community proficient in a 

language of wider communication 

Some members of community not proficient in a language of 

wider communication 

Entire 

community 

proficient in 

local language 

May be an indication of stable diglossia 

if the situation remains unchanged 

across generations.This is a neutral 

indicator of language vitality. 

Indicates sustainable use of the local language. This is a positive 

indicator of language vitality. 

Some members 

of community 

not proficient 

in local 

language 

Indicates that the community is shifting 

towards use of the language of wider 

communication. This is a negative 

indicator of language vitality. 

This would be an unusual situation that may indicate a very rapid 

language shift (for example, the older members of the community 

have not yet learned the language of wider communication, but 

the younger generation is already choosing not to use the local 

language). This is a very negative indicator of language vitality. 

 

4.1.1 Khe Proficiency 

The research team asked individual interviewees question #180, “If you only spoke Khmer is that not a 
problem, or should you be able to speak Khmer Khe sometimes?” The two villages had strikingly different 
answers to this question. In Peam Khes, only two out of ten people said that would not be a problem; 
everyone else said that it is necessary to speak Khe at least some of the time and three people said it was 
better to speak only Khe. In Khes Kraom, however, only one person said it would be a problem if a person 
only spoke Khmer. Everyone else (nine of ten people) said that it would not be a problem to not speak Khmer 
Khe.  

However, when asked when it was important to be able to speak Khmer Khe (Q#181), the two villages 
had similar answers. Everyone (ten of ten people) in Khes Kraom said that it was never important to be able 
to speak Khe. In Peam Khes, six of ten people said that it was never important to be able to speak Khmer Khe. 
Two more did not answer the question, and the final two people said that it was important to speak it all the 
time. The subjects from the group interview in Khes Kraom also gave the same answer, saying that there was 
no time when it was important to speak Khmer Khe. The question was not asked in Peam Khes or Nhangsum. 

Overall, these responses are negative indications of language vitality, though it is obviously important to 
keep in mind the limited availability of data. The individuals in Peam Khes seemed to see more value in Khe 
than those in Khes Kraom, which echoes other data suggesting slightly higher language vitality in Peam Khes 
than in Khes Kraom. However, the fact that a majority of people see no problem with not being able to speak 
Khe points towards a possibility of low language vitality.  

Table 11 shows the answers to several questions from the short group interview conducted in Nhangsum. 
Limited data was collected in this village, as the research team did not have much time to dedicate to 
interviews there. However, it appears that most people speak Khe well (Q#30, Q#35), and only a few people 
are reported to not be able to speak Khe. Question #34 seems somewhat concerning from a language vitality 
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point of view, though. The group in Nhangsum said that people in their village speak Lao more than Khe. If 
this is true, it may be that this village is undergoing a shift towards Lao. This could also be hidden by the fact 
that most of the other interview questions asked specifically about Khmer rather than languages of wider 
communication in general. Even though a village might report using Khe more than Khmer, if they use Lao 
more than either one, that’s a negative sign for the vitality of Khe.  

Table 11: Use of Khe and Khmer 
 Q#30. Can all the 

Khmer Khe 
people here speak 
Khmer Khe? 

Q#31. Who cannot speak 
Khmer Khe? 

Q#34. Do the Khmer 
Khe people speak Khmer 
more or Khmer Khe 
more in this village? 

Q#35. Do the Khmer Khe 
people here speak Khmer 
Khe really well or not so 
much? 

Nhangsum They all know 
Khe. 

A few people do not know 
Khe. Only one person does 
not know Khe because he 
lives in the forest near the 
Laos border. 

Most people here speak 
Lao more than Khe. 

This village can speak good 
Khe. 

4.1.2 Proficiency in Languages of Wider Communication 

Although the data is limited and incomplete, it seems that almost all adults in the two villages speak 
either Lao or Khmer or both. It’s difficult to say with certainty that this is the case, since there is not a 
complete set of answers from either village. Table 12 and  

Table 13 show the answers from questions about languages of wider communication. In Khes Kraom, for 
Q#79 of the group interview, the group said that there is nobody who is unable to speak Khmer. However, in 
the follow-up question (Q#80), the group reported that people in Khes Kraom normally speak Khe, only using 
Khmer with Khmer people. In Nhangsum, it was reported that, “Most Khe people here speak Lao because they 
think Khe does not sound beautiful or good.” This would imply that most people in Nhangsum are reasonably 
proficient in Lao, if they are able to speak it the majority of the time. 

Table 12: Other languages spoken in Khe villages 

Village Q#24. What other 
languages do Khmer Khe 
people in this village know? 
(list in chart)  

Q#79. Do 
some people 
not know 
Khmer?  

Q#80.  [if some don’t know Khmer Khe] When 
did it first come about that some Khmer Khe 
people don’t speak Khmer Khe language? 

Peam 
Khes 

Lao, Khmer, Kravet, Lun, 
Tumpuon, Kachak 

Not asked Not asked 

Khes 
Kraom 

There is Kravet (ISO 639-3: 
krv) language here and also 
Lao and Khmer language. 

No People in Khes Kraom are pure Khe and speak 
only Khe. Only meet with Khmer, they speak 
Khmer. 
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Table 13: Language use in Nhangsum 

Village Q#23.   What language do the Khmer Khe people here speak the most? 
Nhangsum Most of Khe people here speak Lao because they think Khe does not sound 

beautiful or good. Some said, “We don't hate our language. Just because our 
children go for a walk with Lao children, they started to use Lao more than Khe.” 

 

 Additionally, as will be shown in Table 17 in Table 18section 4.3.1 and Table 19 in section 4.3.2, in Peam 
Khes, it was reported that everyone over 15 years of age was able to speak Khmer. By the time children are 16 
years old, they are able to understand Lao, but the group respondents said that those children were not able to 
speak it at that point. These are mixed signs for language vitality. The fact that children in Peam Khes are not 
able to speak a language other than Khe before 15 or 16 is a positive sign for the transmission of the mother 
tongue and thus for language vitality. However, if indeed everybody in Khes Kraom speaks Khmer well, it is a 
neutral sign for language vitality, because although it is a dominant language, it does not necessarily follow 
that people will start to choose Khmer over Khe. The report from Nhangsum, however, is a negative sign for 
vitality. Not only are people proficient in the more dominant language of wider communication, they also 
prefer to speak it over their mother tongue.  

4.2 Khe Domains of Use 

4.2.1 Family Domain 

Table 14 shows the answers to several questions from the individual interviews regarding how people use 
language with their family members.  All of the individuals interviewed responded that they only use Khe 
with their parents, spouses and children. For those with grandparents still living, all individuals reported that 
they only speak Khe with their grandparents. With siblings, almost everyone reported that they speak Khe 
exclusively with their siblings. However, one individual in Peam Khes said that she speaks Lao with her 
siblings, as well. Overall, this is a very positive sign for language vitality, since it shows that Khe is still by far 
the dominant language in the family domain. It is also a positive sign that people report speaking Khe 
exclusively with their children, which ensures transmission to the next generation. 
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Table 14: Language Use within Families 
What languages do(es) ____ speak with  ____? 
Subject 

Q#
15

5.
 Y

ou
r 

fa
th
er
…
 y
ou
? 

Q#
15

6.
 Y

ou
r 

m
ot
he
r…
yo
u?

 

Q#
15

7.
 Y

ou
r 

pa
re
nt
s…
ea
ch
 

ot
he

r?
 

Q#
16

0.
 

Yo
u…
 y
ou
r 

sp
ou

se
? 

Q#
16

2.
 

Yo
u…
 y
ou
r 

ch
ild

re
n?

 

Q#
16

4.
 Y

ou
r 

sp
ou
se
…
 y
ou
r 

ch
ild

re
n?

 

17
2.

 Y
ou

r 
gr

an
dp

ar
en

ts
…
ea
ch
 o
th

er
? 

17
3.

 Y
ou
…

 
yo

ur
 si

bl
in

gs
? 

Pe
am

 K
he

s 

P1 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only Khe Khe 
P2 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only Khe Khe 
P3 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe, Lao 
P4 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 
P5 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 
P6 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 
P7 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 
P8 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 
P9 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only Khe Khe 
P10 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only Khe Khe 

Kh
es

 K
ro

am
 

K1 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only Khe Khe 
K2 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 
K3 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only Khe Khe 
K4 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 
K5 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 
K6 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 
K7 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 
K8 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 
K9 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 
K10 Khe Khe Khe Khe only Khe only Khe only died Khe 

4.2.2 Work Domain 

The research team asked individual subjects about their use of language while working. All of the 
individual subjects reported that they were farmers by occupation. Of the twenty subjects, 16 said they use 
Khe only for their occupation. The remaining four mentioned using Khe and either Lao or Khmer. Three of 
those said they use Khe mostly, while one said he uses Khmer about 50 percent of the time. The fact that most 
people use Khe exclusively in their work is a positive sign for language vitality.  

4.2.3 Religious Domain 

In the individual interviews and the two group interviews in Peam Khes and Khes Kraom, people were 
also asked about their language practices regarding religion and ceremonies. In all cases, when praying to 
ancestors and spirits, everyone (except for one non-response) reported using Khe language. However, in the 
group interview in Peam Khes, the group said that they use Khe but “we officially use Khmer, which is the 
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origin of our Khe language.” Additionally, when asked what language they use for a funeral, all respondents, 
both individual and group interviewees, said that they use Khe exclusively. This demonstrates strong use of 
Khe in the religious domain, which is a positive indicator of language vitality. It also shows a willingness to 
use Khe rather than Khmer or Lao for religious purposes. 

Table 15: Language Use in Religious Domains 
Language use in the religious domain 
Subject Q#176. When you pray 

to your ancestors, what 
languages do you use? 

Q#177. When you 
pray to local spirits, 
what languages do 
you use? 

Q#178. When your family 
gathers for a funeral, what 
language do you use in the 
ceremony? 

Khe 19 19 20 
Khmer    
No answer 1 1  
 Q#84. When you pray 

to your ancestors what 
language do you use? 

Q#84. When you 
pray to local spirits 
what language do 
you use?4 

Q#85. When Khmer Khe 
people gather for a 
funeral, what language do 
they use in the ceremony? 

Peam Khes Pray all in Khe, but 
officially we use 
Khmer, the origin of 
our Khe language. 

Not asked Not asked 

Khes Kraom Khe Khe Khe 

 

4.2.4 Education Domain 

The research team asked the individual interviewees where they went to school in order to gauge 
language use in the domain of education (Q#203: “Where did you go to school?”). Five of the interviewees 
from Peam Khes and six from Khes Kraom had not been to school. Of the remainder, two went to Khes Kraom 
school, two went to Thmada school, and three went to Kanhchanhkok School. One other person went to 
“forest school,” where she reported that occasionally teachers at her school would use Khe to teach. Nobody 
else reported this at their schools.  

Additionally, researchers asked whether the subjects were ever told not to use their own language at 
school (Q#205). Only one subject reported that they had been told not to use Khe at school. This is a neutral 
sign for language vitality, since while it looks like Khe is not supported in the educational domain, neither is 
it regularly suppressed. One note, however, is that it is unknown whether the subjects would have ever tried 

                                                      

4 Both these questions were numbered #84 on the original data. 
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to use Khe in school, or whether that would automatically be seen as an inappropriate domain for Khe, in 
which case the suppression of Khe in school would not be as explicit as implied by Q#205 (“Were you ever 
told not to use your own language at school?”) 

4.2.5 Other Domains 

A more negative view of language vitality is demonstrated by the responses given to question #179 on the 
individual interviews (shown in Table 16), “If you want to make a new song to sing, what languages do you 
use?” Only about half (11 of 20) of people said they would use Khe. The remainder (9 of 20) said that they 
would use Khmer. While this is not a main domain of language use, it does paint a fuller picture of overall 
language use when paired with the finding in Table 5 in Section 3.1.2 that people would just as soon listen to 
a Khmer story as a story told in Khe. The lack of preference for Khe over Khmer seems to indicate neutral 
feelings towards their language, which is at best a neutral indicator for language vitality. 

Table 16: Family interview answers regarding new songs 
Q#179. If you want to make a new song to sing, 

what languages do you use? 
Khes 11 

Khmer 9 
Total 20 

 

4.3 Khe Children’s Language Use 

4.3.1 Children’s First Language 

In Nhangsum, the group was asked what language children in that village speak first. They reported that 
children in their village speak Lao language first and do not speak Khe well until later—by age 16. However, 
they were not asked the follow-up question, “How well do the Khmer Khe children in this village speak Khmer 
Khe?”, so it is unknown whether the children do not speak Khe at all or whether they speak it poorly. This is a 
serious concern as far as language vitality is concerned. Although this is only one Khe village, and perhaps not 
representative of the other villages, if children are not acquiring Khe until much later in life, then it seems 
like it could be in danger of disappearing, especially if this is a wide-spread occurrence. In the other two 
villages, however, the picture looks less bleak. In both Peam Khes and Khes Kraom, the groups reported that 
children in their village learn Khe first and learn Khmer later. 

When asked what language is most important for children to know, the same Nhangsum respondents said 
that Khmer is the most important language to know first. It seems, though, that this question may have been 
somewhat misconstrued as “What language is most important for your children to study first?” The 
respondents seemed to expect that the children would already speak Lao and perhaps even Khe, based on 
their answers (see Table 17). In Peam Khes, it was reported that Khe is the most important language, followed 
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by Khmer and English. Khes Kraom, however, listed Khmer first, English second and Khe third. It is difficult to 
draw any conclusions from this data, since it is such a limited amount of information. However, if parents 
don’t see Khe as an important language for their children to learn, they may well opt to speak something else 
to them, and the children would end up not learning Khe. The parents seem to see the need for their children 
to speak several different languages, each for a different purpose. 

Table 17: Children’s Language Use—Group Interviews 
Village Q#28(short)/74(group). What language 

do children in this village speak first? 
Q#36(short)/99(group). What language is most 
important for your children to know? 

Peam 
Khes 

Khe and later on they can speak Khmer. 
They speak Khe mix with Lao and 
Khmer. They mix the words with Khmer 
more than Lao. 

Khe first because we are Khe, Khmer second because 
we want them to learn the right words and French 
and English third because they can learn how to be 
doctor. It is universal language. 

Khes 
Kraom 

Khe. People start to speak Khmer in 
Sihanouk regime by teachers. 

Khmer is first for general communication; English is 
second for international contact, and Khe third for 
our language. 

Nhangsum Children in Nhangsum know Lao first. 
They can't speak Khe well before 16. 

Khmer is very important to know first. But 
sometimes it is difficult for teacher. When he speaks 
Khmer to teach, students might not understand, 
that's why he sometimes need to explain in or speak 
Lao in class. English is the second and French is the 
third, But Khe is still the mother tongue. 

When researchers talked with individual interviewees, the responses gave a much more positive indication 
of language vitality. All subjects in both villages reported that their children did (or will) speak Khe as their 
first language. Additionally, all subjects reported that their family uses primarily Khe in the home when 
conversing. These two things are positive indicators of language vitality and paint a different picture from the 
group interviews. It is important to keep in mind that all of this data is very limited, although because the 
individual interviewees were randomly selected, their responses should be generalizable to the whole Khe 
population of that village.  
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Table 18: Children’s Language Use—Individual Responses 
Subject Q#166. What language did/will 

your children speak first? 
Q#174. What languages does your family 
use when conversing in your house? 

Pe
am

 K
he

s 
P1 Khe Khe 
P2 Khe Khe 
P3 Khe Khe 
P4 Khe Khe 
P5 Khe Khe 
P6 Khe Khe 
P7 Khe Khe 
P8 Khe Khe 
P9 Khe Khe 
P10 Khe Khe 

Kh
es

 K
ro

am
 

K1 Khe Khe 
K2 Khe Khe 
K3 Khe Khe 
K4 Khe Khe 
K5 Khe Khe 
K6 Khe Khe 
K7 Khe Khe 
K8 Khe Khe 
K9 Khe Khe 
K10 Khe Khe 

 

4.3.2 Children’s Second Language 

As shown in Table 19, the individual subjects were asked from whom their children will acquire their 
second language (Q#170). Even though the question asked specifically about Khmer, many people from Peam 
Khes had reported that Lao was the language of wider communication spoken in their village, so they 
responded based on that premise. In Peam Khes, five of the ten respondents said their children would learn 
Lao from people who live near their village or from visiting Laos or Lao people. Two people did not specify 
what language their children would learn second, but one said it would be from friends and the other said at 
school. One more person said their children would learn from Khmer people. One person said their children 
would only speak Khe, while another did not answer the question. Of those who did answer the follow-up 
question (Q#171, “How old were they [will they be] when they learn[ed] Khmer?”), most people (seven of 
ten) said that their children would learn their second language in their teenage years, that is, between 10 and 
18 years old.  
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In Khes Kraom, several people (three of ten) did not answer the question. Of those that did answer, three 
said their children would or did learn Khmer at school and three said from parents or relatives. One person 
said their children would or did learn from Khmer people in their village. Most of these respondents said their 
children would acquire a second language between six and ten years of age.  

It seems that this is a positive sign for language vitality in these two villages. The children are reportedly 
not acquiring a second language until a little bit later in life, so they have a good base in the mother tongue, 
Khmer Khe.  

Table 19: Children’s Second Language 
Subject Q#170. If Khmer is [or will be] the children’s second 

language, where did/will they learn to speak it? 
Q#171. How old were they [will they 
be] when they learn[ed] Khmer? 

Pe
am

 K
he

s 

P1 From friends, from other places. 14 
P2 Visit Laos 7 
P3 Lao people come and we also visit them by using Lao. 18 
P4 Lao people live nearby the village. 10 
P5 No answer No answer 
P6 Learn from Khmer people 18 
P7 Only speak Khe. No answer 
P8 Lao people live nearby the village. 10 
P9 At school. 12 
P10 Lao, Khmer live nearby. 16 

Kh
es

 K
ro

am
 

K1 No answer No answer 
K2 Go to school and listen to them. 10 
K3 Follow the ancestor 6 
K4 From teacher 8 
K5 From father 7 
K6 No answer No answer 
K7 No answer When they grow up. 
K8 From Khmer in the village. No answer 
K9 From parents or relatives. No answer 
K10 Teacher   7 

 

4.3.3 Children’s Identity 

In the individual interviews, the subjects were asked whether it is important that their children know that 
they are Khe. Most of the respondents (14 out of 20) said it is important, while another four said it was not 
important and one did not answer. Fewer people in Khes Kraom than in Peam Khes thought it was important 
for their children to know they were Khe.  This could indicate slightly higher vitality in Peam Khes than in 
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Khes Kraom, especially when paired with the data in Table 19 that shows children acquire their second 
language later in Peam Khes than in Khes Kraom.  

Additionally, the research team asked what people teach their children about being Khe. Several people 
(six of twenty) said they speak Khe to their children. Another six people said they tell their children that they 
are Khe. The remaining eight people either did not answer (four people) or said that they do not teach their 
children anything about being Khe. This is a possibly negative sign for language vitality, since only a slight 
majority of people indicated that they were actively teaching their children about being Khe, while the 
remainder seemed to think this was not an important thing to purposely pass onto their children. 

The same questions were asked in the group interview in Khes Kraom (they were skipped in Peam Khes). 
In Khes Kraom, the group thought that it was important for their children to know they are Khe. When asked 
what they wanted to teach their children about being Khe, they mentioned a ceremony performed by the 
elderly people that children could learn, but said that it was not necessary to actually teach it. It may be that 
in many of the individual interviews, the people who said they wouldn’t teach their children anything  ust 
assume that their children will learn the different aspects of being Khe without actually having to actively 
teach them those things. However, this is just conjecture, and not really certain one way or the other. 

Table 20: Children’s Khe Identity 
Subject Q#201. Is it important for your children 

to know that they are Khmer Khe? 
Q#202. What do you teach your children 

about being Khmer Khe? 

Pe
am

 K
he

s 

P1 Yes Tell them we are Khe 
P2 Yes Tell that we are Khe 
P3 Yes Nothing 
P4 Yes No need to tell them. 
P5 Yes Tell them we are Khe 
P6 No answer Speak Khe with them every day. 
P7 Not important No answer 
P8 Yes Speak Khe   
P9 Yes Follow the language. 
P10 Yes Nothing 

Kh
es

 K
ra

om
 

K1 Yes They are still very young. 
K2 Yes Speak Khe 
K3 Yes Speak Khe 
K4 Yes Speak Khe 
K5 not important Tell them. 
K6 not important No answer 
K7 not important No answer 
K8 not important No answer 
K9 Yes Our ancestors are Khe 
K10 Yes We are Khe 
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 157. Is it important for your children to 
know that they are Khmer Khe? 

158. What would you like to teach your 
children about being Khmer Khe? 

Peam Khes Not asked Not asked 
Khes Kroam Important Tell them to follow the old people. There are 

children to attend that ceremony. People just 
look, then can perform it. No need to learn. 

The research team also asked individuals how they would feel if their children stopped speaking Khmer 
Khe and only spoke Khmer (Q#191). Two of the subjects did not answer the question, and a third seemed 
somewhat confused by the question. All of the rest (17 of 20, or 85%) were fine with their children giving up 
Khe in favor of Khmer (although one specified that only Khmer would be acceptable; if it were Lao, they 
would not be pleased). Additionally, in the group interviews in both Peam Khes and Khes Kraom, the group 
consensus was that it would be fine with them if their children stopped speaking Khe in favor of Khmer. In 
Nhangsum, the answer was somewhat unclear, although they seemed to prefer that their children speak 
Khmer over Lao, despite Lao being the more prevalent language in their village. All of these answers point 
towards lower language vitality. It is a very negative sign for language vitality, as it shows apathy towards the 
mother tongue and lack of desire to preserve it. 

Table 21: Language Preservation 

Subject 
191. How would you feel if your children stopped speaking 

Khmer Khe and only spoke Khmer? 

Pe
am

 K
he

s 

P1 If they use Khmer, it is okay, but if they use Lao it is not good, not 
our country's language. 

P2 English third because we want to know it. 
P3 Ok 
P4 Ok 
P5 Ok 
P6 Ok 
P7 Ok 
P8 Ok 
P9 Ok 
P10 No answer 

Kh
es

 K
ra

om
 

K1 No answer 
K2 Ok 
K3 Ok 
K4 Ok 
K5 Ok 
K6 Ok 
K7 Ok 
K8 Ok 
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K9 Ok 
K10 Ok 

 Q#105(Group)/Q#42(Short Group). How would you feel if your 
children stopped speaking Khmer Khe and only spoke Khmer? 

Peam Khes Group Ok 
Khe Khmer Group Ok 
Nhangsum Short Group It sounds good, but we feel sympathy to language. But if speak only 

Lao, it is not good because we live in Khmer, use Khmer. 

 

In Table 22 are shown the answers to Q#200: “Which ethnic group do you want your children to marry 
with?” Five out of ten in Peam Khes and three of ten in Khes Kraom answered Khe only. Three people said 
that either Khe or Khmer would be fine, and two people said they would prefer Khmer only. The remaining 
six subjects either did not answer or said that it would be up to their children. This is a neutral indicator for 
language vitality. Just over half (11/20) said that they would prefer Khe or either Khe or Khmer, which does 
not indicate hugely positive feelings towards preservation of Khe culture. 

Table 22: What ethnic group do you want your children to marry with? 
Q#200. What ethnic group do you want your children to marry with? 

Ethnicity 
Village Khe Khmer 

Khe or 
Khmer 

Up to them/ 
No answer 

Total 

Peam Khes 5 1 1 3 10 
Khes Kraom 3 1 2 4 10 
Total 8 2 3 7 20 

 

4.4 Khe Attitudes 

In Khes Kraom, the group was asked what language one has to speak to make money (Q#92). Although 
this question was on the questionnaire for both group interviews, it was not asked in Peam Khes. In Khes 
Kraom, the group said that you have to speak Khe to make money, but in the follow up question (Q#93), they 
said one can also make money only speaking Lao or Khmer.  

In the individual interviews, people were asked what languages are most useful for making a living 
(Q#199, shown in Table 23). All of the respondents said they were farmers. The languages were ranked first, 
second and third, based on what each person considered the most important to least. Khe was ranked first by 
12 out of 20 subjects, with Khmer listed first by half as many people, only six of 20. Two people did not 
answer the question. For the second most useful language, seven people out of twenty chose Khmer, three 
chose Lao, and two chose English. Khe was not listed second. Only a few people listed a third language: one 
listed Khmer, one listed French, and two people each listed Lao and English. This is an indication of good 
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attitudes towards Khe, since people view it as an economically useful language. Having positive attitudes 
towards the mother tongue is a good sign for language vitality.  

Table 23: Most useful languages 
Q#199. What languages are most useful for making a living? (1st, 2nd, 3rd) 
Subject Work 1st 2nd 3rd 

Pe
am

 K
he

s 
P1 Farmer Khmer Lao English 
P2 Farmer Khe Khmer Lao 
P3 Farmer Khe Lao No answer 
P4 Farmer Khe Lao Khmer 
P5 Farmer No answer No answer No answer 
P6 Farmer Khmer English No answer 
P7 Farmer Khmer No answer No answer 
P8 Farmer Khe Khmer No answer 
P9 Farmer Khe Khmer No answer 
P10 Farmer Khe Khmer Lao 

Kh
es

 K
ra

om
 

K1 Farmer Khe No answer No answer 
K2 Farmer Khe No answer No answer 
K3 Farmer Khe No answer No answer 
K4 Farmer Khmer English French 
K5 Farmer Khmer No answer No answer 
K6 Farmer No answer No answer No answer 
K7 Farmer Khe Khmer No answer 
K8 Farmer Khe Khmer No answer 
K9 Farmer Khe Khmer English 
K10 Farmer Khmer No answer No answer 

When examining attitudes towards the sub ects’ own language, the research team asked whether Khmer 
Khe people were proud to be Khe. In the group interviews (Table 24), the consensus in Peam Khes was that 
they are proud. However, in Khes Kraom, some in the group said they were proud, while others said they 
were not. Even though some said that they were not proud to be Khe, when asked whether they would be 
happy to tell people that they were Khe, both people in Peam Khes and Khes Kraom said they would be 
happy, because they would not want to hide who they were. It is uncertain whether this indicates higher or 
lower language vitality because the answers are somewhat ambiguous about the level of pride felt by the 
speakers of Khe. If people are ashamed to be identified as Khe, then that is a negative indicator of language 
vitality. However, if everyone is proud of their mother tongue and ethnicity, then that would be a more 
positive indicator of language vitality. Because the data set is so limited and what is available is ambiguous, it 
is difficult to say with any certainty which of these is the case. 
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Table 24: Ethnolinguistic identity 
Village Q#94. Are Khmer 

Khe people in your 
village proud to be 

Khmer Khe? 

Q#95. If you go to Phnom Penh and 
people don’t know where you come 

from and they ask, will you be happy 
to tell them that you are Khmer Khe? 

Q#96. Why? Q#98. Do other 
ethnic minorities 

admire you or 
make fun of you? 

Peam 
Khes 

Proud to be Khe Yes No one hides our 
Khe identity 

Skip 

Khes 
Kraom 

Some said yes and 
some no 

Khe is pure man, not hide ourselves. 
We speak openly and faithfully. 

Skip Teachers criticize us. 
And some admire us. 
Some mock us. 

In Table 25 are shown the responses to the question (Q#187) “What is the most important language for 
your children to learn?” The ma ority of people in both Peam Khes and Khes Kraom (shown together here) 
responded that Khmer was the most important language for their children to learn. Khe was listed by half as 
many people as the most important language to learn. It was also listed by six people as the second most 
important language for their children to learn, though all of those six people said that Khmer was the first 
most important language. For the third most important language, most people did not list any language, and 
those that did listed international languages, saying that it would help their children find better jobs. Finding 
better jobs was the most common reason given for thinking Khmer was the most important language to learn, 
as well. People who listed Khe said that it was important because it is what they use in everyday life. While it 
is a good sign that people view Khe as the language of everyday domains, it is probably a negative sign for 
language vitality that people also view Khmer as a more important language, at least economically. 

Table 25: What is the most important language for your children to learn? 

Language 
Q#187: Most 

Important 
Q#188: 
Second 

Q#189: 
Third 

Khe 6 6 1 
Khmer 12 7 0 

Lao 0 1 2 
English 1 2 3 
French 0 0 1 

French/English 0 1 0 
Thai 0 0 1 
None 1 3 12 
Total 20 20 20 

 

In group interviews, there were also mixed feelings about the relative importance of languages. In Peam 
Khes, when asked, “What language is most important for your children to know?” (Q#99), the group said that 
Khe was the most important language for identity reasons. Khmer was listed second because it has “the right 
words.” However, in Khes Kraom and Nhangsum, Khmer was listed first for purposes of communication. In 
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Khes Kraom, Khe was listed third, for reasons of identity. The complete answers are shown in Table 17, from 
Section 4.2.5: Other Domains 

A more negative view of language vitality is demonstrated by the responses given to question #179 on the 
individual interviews (shown in Table 16), “If you want to make a new song to sing, what languages do you use?” Only 
about half (11 of 20) of people said they would use Khe. The remainder (9 of 20) said that they would use Khmer. While 
this is not a main domain of language use, it does paint a fuller picture of overall language use when paired with the 
finding in Table 5 in Section 3.1.2 that people would just as soon listen to a Khmer story as a story told in Khe. The lack 
of preference for Khe over Khmer seems to indicate neutral feelings towards their language, which is at best a neutral 
indicator for language vitality. 

Table 16: Family interview answers regarding new songs 
Q#179. If you want to make a new song to sing, 

what languages do you use? 
Khes 11 

Khmer 9 
Total 20 

 

Khe Children’s Language UseError! Reference source not found.. 

In Table 26 is shown the answer to the short group interview question, “What language do the Khmer Khe 
people here speak the most?” This was only asked in Nhangsum, and the group consensus seems to be that 
Khe people in that village prefer to speak Lao over Khe, noting that Khe people prefer the sound of Lao over 
Khe. This is a negative sign for language vitality, since it shows that people might prefer speaking the more 
dominant language of wider communication, which could indicate future language shift. 

Table 26: Most used language 
Village Q#23. What language do the Khmer Khe people here speak the most? 
Nhangsum Most of Khe people here speak Lao because they think Khe is not sound 

beautiful or good. Some said We don't hate our language. Just because our 
children go for walk with Lao children, so they started to use Lao more 
than Khe. 

4.5 Khe Literacy 

In the group interview in Khes Kraom, interviewees were asked if they had ever seen anyone writing in 
Khmer Khe. They said they had never seen it. However, when asked whether they would like to learn to read 
and write Khe, they said they would be interested.  

In the individual interviews, when asked whether they would like to learn to read and write Khmer Khe if 
they had the opportunity, only three people said they would not be interested. Two of those three were 
unable to read Khmer, either, so it may be that those people do not have interest in literacy of any sort or 
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view themselves as incapable of literacy. The fact that 17 of 20 (85%) of respondent said they would be 
interested in reading and writing Khe shows positive attitudes towards the sub ects’ own language. 

Table 27: Khe Literacy 
Subject Q#89 (GI). Has anyone ever used the Khmer Khe 

language for writing?  Who and for what purpose? 
Q#90(GI). Would you like to learn 

to read and write Khmer Khe? 
Peam Khes Skip Skip 
Khes Kraom Never see. Yes 

Subject Q#186(FI). Would you like to read 
and write Khmer Khe language if 

there were an alphabet and books? 

Q#153(FI). How well 
can you read Khmer? 

(test reading sentence) 

Q#154(FI). How well 
can you write Khmer? 
(test reading sentence) 

Pe
am

 K
he

s 

P1 Yes No No 
P2 Yes No No 
P3 Yes No No 
P4 Yes Yes Yes 
P5 Yes No No 
P6 Yes No No 
P7 Yes Yes, some Yes, some 
P8 Yes Yes Yes 
P9 Yes No No 
P10 No No No 

Kh
es

 K
ra

om
 

K1 No Yes Yes 
K2 Khe Yes Yes 
K3 Khe No No 
K4 Yes No No 
K5 Yes No No 
K6 Khe No No 
K7 Khe Yes, some Yes, some 
K8 No No No 
K9 Yes No No 
K10 Yes Yes Yes 

 

4.6 Predictions of Future Vitality 

The research team asked individuals whether they thought their language was dying out or was still 
strong. Overall, 12 out of 20 people (60%) said that they thought their language was still strong. Additionally, 
when asked the follow-up question (Q#195), only three of those respondents (25%) said they thought it was 
possible that their language could die in the future. However, in the two group interviews conducted in those 
villages, the consensus seemed to be that the language is dying out in favor of Khmer.  
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There was some difference between the two villages: more respondents in Peam Khes felt that their 
language was still strong, although almost half of those respondents (3 of 7) thought that their language could 
die in the future. However, in Khes Kraom, although half thought that their language was already dying (5 of 
10), none of those who thought it was strong thought that it could possibly die in the future.  

Additionally, in both villages, most people who reported that the language was strong said the reason was 
that they speak it every day (Q#193). Those who were less optimistic for the future of their language reported 
that the way the language is spoken is changing with the next generation. While none of this is conclusive 
evidence, especially due to such a limited amount of data, it does seem that this would be a negative sign for 
language vitality. Nearly half (9 of 20) of respondents felt that their language is dying or could die in the 
future, which seems to indicate lower vitality.  

In the group interviews in all three villages, the subjects were asked whether they thought that their 
language would still be spoken by children in twenty years. In all three villages, people seemed to think that 
their language would still be around in twenty years. This is despite the same groups being of the opinion that 
their language was already in the process of dying currently. The two groups were also asked what could be 
done to stop Khe language from dying (Q#108). Neither group had any ideas to prevent language death, but 
the group in Peam Khes reiterated that they would like their children to speak both Khe and Khmer. It is a 
good sign for language vitality that people think children will still be speaking Khe in twenty years.  This 
answer may indicate that parents plan to continue speaking Khe to their children, although it is difficult to 
say with certainty based on such a limited set of data. 

Table 28: Do you think that your language is dying out or is it still strong? 
Q#192. Do you think that your language is dying out or is it still strong? 

 Still Strong Lose Some No Answer 
Peam Khes 7 1 2 
Khes Kraom 5 5 0 
Q#106-107 (Group)/Q#43 (Short Group) Do you think the Khmer Khe language is dying out or is it still strong? 
Peam Khes Group Is losing and shifting to Khmer. Children [are] born as Khmer. Khmer 

come to live here more and we also force our children to [go to] school. 
Khes Kraom Group Is losing; Old people died, and teachers teach in Khmer.  
Nhangsum Short Group People still speak it. 
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Table 29: If your language is still strong, do you think it could possibly die in the future? 
Q#194. If your language is still strong, do you think it could possibly die in the future? 

 Yes No No Answer 
Peam Khes 3 4 3 
Khes Kraom 0 2 8 
Nhangsum Short Group (Q#46) Not lose  
Q#110 (Group)/Q#47 (Short Group). 20 years from now, will the children still speak Khmer Khe? 
Peam Khes Group Yes, people still speak Khe. 

Khes Kraom Group Not lose yet. 
Nhangsum Short Group Still speak. 

 

4.7 Summary of Language Vitality 

For purposes of this survey, the Khmer Khe language vitality will be evaluated according to the Expanded 
Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (EGIDS). This scale is an expansion of Joshua Fishman’s Graded 
Intergenerational Disruption Scale by Gary Simons and M. Paul Lewis, and it is the same method of evaluation 
used in the Ethnologue. This scale allows a language to be evaluated and categorized into one of thirteen 
different levels that reflect the level of vitality found in a language among a certain population of speakers. 5 

Error! Reference source not found. is a flowchart for making decisions regarding the EGIDS level of a 
language, taken from Lewis and Simons (2010). In the case of Khmer Khe, the research team discovered a 
discrepancy between the vitality levels of the different villages. While Peam Khes and Khes Kraom seemed to 
have very similar answers for most questions, those from Nhangsum seemed to fall into its own category. 
Thus, the writers decided to analyse Peam Khes together and Nhangsum separately. The questions for each 
stage of the flow chart—taken directly from Lewis and Simons (2010)—are detailed below in Table 30.  

                                                      

5 Lewis, M. Paul and Simons, Gary F., authors. 2010. "Assessing endangerment: Expanding Fishman's GIDS." Revue roumaine de linguistique 

(RRL), Vol. LV, No. 2: 103-120. 
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Figure 2: Chart for categorizing a language according to EGIDS criteria (Lewis and Simons 2010:113)  

 
 

Nangsum 

Peam Khes and 

Khes Kraom 
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Table 30: Details of EGIDS assessment questions and answers (Lewis and Simons 2010:116-120) 

Key Question #1: What is the current identity function of the language? There are four possible answers to 
this question: Historical, Heritage, Home, and Vehicular. 

Home — The language is used for daily oral communication in the home domain by at least some 

Key Question #3: Are all parents transmitting the language to their children? This question must be asked 
when the answer to Key Question #1 is Home. There are two possible answers. 

For Peam Khes and Khes Kraom For Nhangsum 

Yes — Intergenerational transmission of the language 
is intact, widespread and ongoing. If this is the 
selected answer, one more question (Key Question 
#4) must be answered in order to determine if the 
community is at EGIDS Level 4, 5, or 6a 

No — Intergenerational transmission of L1 is being 
disrupted. This response would characterize incipient 
or more advanced language shift. One additional 
question must be answered (Key Question #5) in 
order to determine if the community is at EGIDS 
Level 6b, 7, 8a, or 8b. 

Key Question #4: What is the literacy status? If the 
response to Key Question #3 is “Yes”, then the status 
of literacy education in the community needs to be 
identified. There are three possible answers to this 
question: Institutional, Incipient, or None. 

Key Question #5: What is the youngest generation of 
proficient speakers? When the response to Key 
Question #3 (Intergenerational Transmission) is 
“No”, it is necessary to know how far along language 
shift has progressed in order to assess the current 
EGIDS level. The youngest generation of proficient 
speakers in an unbroken chain of intergenerational 
transmission provides an index to the progress of 
language shift. By “proficient speaker” we mean a 
person who uses the language for full social 
interaction in a variety of settings. Specifically 
excluded is the partial and passive ability that 
typically characterizes the first generation that 
embraced the second language 

None — There is no significant literate population, 
no organized means of acquiring literacy skills, or 
those who are literate read and write only in a second 
language. There are no institutions supporting local-
language literacy or if such institutions exist they 
have not yet had a significant impact on the 
community. This corresponds to EGIDS Level 6a, 
Vigorous. 

Children — The youngest proficient speakers of the 
language are children. However, language shift may 
be in its beginning stages since full intergenerational 
transmission is not in place (Key Question #3). This 
corresponds to EGIDS Level 6b (Threatened). 
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Overall, language vitality among the Khmer Khe people seems to be strong, but it could become 
endangered in the near future. Khe people are speaking almost exclusively Khe at home and for work. Parents 
report that it is still the first language that their children acquire and that children do not begin speaking a 
second language until later in adolescence. However, the Khe people interviewed do not seem to value the 
continuation of their language, saying that they would not mind if their children stopped speaking Khe in 
favour of central Khmer. Additionally, Khe people report that they prefer using Khmer for some domains and 
that overall they feel it sounds better than Khe. This shows that Khe people generally view Khmer as a more 
prestigious language, which could lead to language shift in the future. 

Vitality seems highest in Peam Khes, and also fairly high in Khes Kraom. However, according to the short 
group interview in Nhangsum, though there is not a lot of data to analyse, it seems that vitality might be quite 
low. As such, the writers have decided to categorize Peam Khes and Khes Kraom as 6a – Vigorous and to 
classify Nhangsum as 6b – Threatened. If one were to look at the group as a whole, however, it seems that the 
whole group would be classified at level 6a. According to Lewis and Simons, level 6a – Vigorous is a 
“sustainable level,” that is, this level of language use can be sustained indefinitely and does not necessarily 
indicate active language shift. However, 6b – Threatened is not a sustainable level. Unless a language 
community actively works to increase the vitality of their language, language shift is inevitable at that level, 
and the community will switch to using a different language over time (Lewis and Simons, 2010:113-114). 

5. Conclusion 

The goals of this language survey were to answer the following: 

1. How many varieties of Khmer Khe are there and are they intelligible? 

2. Are the speakers of Khmer Khe shifting to another language?  

3. What other languages is Khmer Khe most closely related to? 

The answers to these questions will be used to determine whether speakers of the Khmer Khe language 
would be able to use a single set of language materials, whether it would be necessary to create a new set of 
language materials in the Khmer Khe language, and if not, what other language materials would be most 
easily understood by Khmer Khe speakers. 

Based on the data gathered in the three villages, it appears that there are slight differences between the 
Khe spoken in the three different communes visited (Srae Sambour, Preak Meas, and Thma Kaeo). However, 
the writers believe that these differences are minor and do not affect comprehension between varieties. All 
villages report being able to understand each other, listing small changes in pronunciation as the main 
differences between the village varieties. 

Of the three village varieties, it appears that the variety spoken in Khes Kraom is seen as the best variety. 
In both of the other two villages visited, people said that they think Khe is spoken most correctly in Khes 
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Kraom. If there were to be any sort of language development or literacy work done in this language, Khes 
Kraom would probably be a good option for a standard, acceptable dialect. 

In examining the data regarding Goal 2, it seems that the speakers of Khe are not currently shifting to 
another language. Almost all Khe people are speaking Khe in daily life. Khe is being passed on to the next 
generation, and children use Khe in the home. However, most people are proficient in Khmer or Lao or both. 
It may be that in future generations, Khe people will begin to shift towards the more prestigious central 
Khmer, preferring it over Khmer Khe. 

The third goal of this survey was to figure out what other languages Khmer Khe is closely related to. The 
research team collected wordlists in two of the villages, and these were compared to central Khmer wordlists. 
Khe is very closely related to central Khmer, with an estimated lexical similarity of between 95-96%. 
Additionally, most Khe people report being proficient in central Khmer. It seems that any language materials 
in central Khmer would be extensible to Khmer Khe people. However, the main barrier to Khe people using 
materials in central Khmer seems to be illiteracy among the general population. With additional education, it 
would appear, based on the limited data available, that Khe people would be able to use central Khmer 
materials with little trouble. 
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Appendix A Group Interview6 
A. Date   B. Location    C. Group composition    D. Interviewer 

Language identity and variation  អត្តសញ្ញា ណនិងប្រភេទននភាសា 

1. Ethnic group name (check spelling)  

ឈ ម្ ោះរបស់ជនជាតិ(ប្បកប) 

2. Is your ethnic group called by any other names? 

ឈតើជនជាតិរបស់អ្នកមានឈ ម្ ោះឈសេងដែរឬឈេ? 

3. What other ethnic groups live in this village?  

ឈតើមានជនជាតិណាខ្លោះដែលរស់ឈៅកន ុងភូមិឈនោះ? 

4. What is the name of the traditional language of your ethnic group? (check spelling)  

ឈតើភាសាឈែើមរបស់អ្នកមានឈ ម្ ោះជាភាសាអ្វ ី? 

5. What does the name mean?   

ឈតើវាមានអ្តថន័យែូចឈមេច? 

6. Are there any other names for the language?  

ឈតើមានឈ ម្ ោះឈសេងដែរឬឈេ? 

7. How many other villages speak your language (list them in chart)  

ឈតើមានភូមិណាខ្លោះដែលនិយាយភាសាែូចអ្នក? ចូររាយឈ ម្ ោះភូមិទ ំាងឈ ោះ 

7. Village 9. Group 10. Group name 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

     

     

     

     

     

 

                                                      

6 Questions which were not asked have been left in to maintain the sequence of numbering, but have been crossed out. 
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8. If they list any villages we don’t know, find out in which commune and distance (near where, how long to get there, 
which road) 

ឈបើសិនជាមានភូមិណាដែលឈយើងមិនែឹងសូមរកឈមើលថាឈៅកន ុងឃ ំាអ្វ ីចំាងាយ(ឈៅឯណា ជិតកដនលងណា ឈប្បើរយៈឈេលប   ម នឈៅែល់) 

9. [Question 9 was omitted] Group the villages according to which ones speak in the same way. 

ដាក់ចូលគ្នន ឈៅភូមិទំាងឡាយណា ដែលនិយាយែូចគ្នន  

10. Do the different groups have names for their dialect/way of speaking? 

ឈតើប្កមុឈសេងៗគ្នន មានភាសាននការនិយាយឈសេងៗេីគ្នន ? 

11. How is your way of speaking (group A) and group B different? 

ឈតើប្កមុ”ក” និងប្កមុ”ខ្” និយាយខ្ សគ្នន ែូចឈមេច? 

12. Examples of vocabulary differences between A and B 

ឈលើកឧទហរណ៍េីពាកយខ្ សគ្នន រវាង ប្កមុ”ក” និងប្កមុ”ខ្” 

13. [Questions 13-21 were omitted] Examples of pronunciation differences between A and B 

ឈលើកឧទហរណ៍េីការបឈចេញសមសឈមលងខ្ សគ្នន រវាង ប្កមុ”ក” និងប្កមុ”ខ្” 

14. How well can young children from your group understand group B? 

ឈតើឈកមងៗឈៅកន ុងប្កមុរបស់អ្នកនិយាយសាេ ប់គ្នន យល់ជាមួយឈកមងកន ុងប្កមុ”ខ្”ឈេ? 

15. How is your way of speaking (group A) and group C different? 

ឈតើប្កមុ”ក” និងប្កមុ”គ” និយាយខ្ សគ្នន ែូចឈមេច? 

16. Examples of vocabulary differences between A and C 

ឈលើកឧទហរណ៍េីពាកយខ្ សគ្នន រវាង ប្កមុ”ក” និងប្កមុ”គ” 

17. Examples of pronunciation differences between A and C 

ឈលើកឧទហរណ៍េីការបឈចេញសមសឈមលងខ្ សគ្នន រវាង ប្កមុ”ក” និងប្កមុ”គ” 

18. How well can young children from your group understand group C? 

ឈតើឈកមងៗឈៅកន ុងប្កមុរបស់អ្នកនិយាយសាេ ប់គ្នន យល់ជាមួយឈកមងកន ុងប្កមុ”គ”ឈេ? 

19. How are group B and group C different? 

ឈតើប្កមុ”ខ្” និងប្កមុ”គ” និយាយខ្ សគ្នន ែូចឈមេច? 

20. Examples of vocabulary differences between B and C 

ឈលើកឧទហរណ៍េីពាកយខ្ សគ្នន រវាង ប្កមុ”ខ្” និងប្កមុ”គ” 

21. Examples of pronunciation differences between B and C 

ឈលើកឧទហរណ៍េីការបឈចេញសមសឈមលងខ្ សគ្នន រវាង ប្កមុ”ខ្” និងប្កមុ”គ” 

Dialect Prestige កិត្ានុភាពននភាសា 

22. Which village is the place where your language is spoken most correctly?  

ឈតើភូមិមួយណាដែលឈគនិយាយភាសាឈប្កាលបានប្តឹមប្តវូជាងឈគ? 

23. If you were to write down the Khmer Khe language in a book, which way of speaking should the writing follow?  
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ឈបើឈគឲ្យអ្នកចងប្កងឈសៀវឈៅភាសាឈប្កាល ឈតើអ្នកនឹងយកភាសាឈប្កាលេីភូមិណាមកសរឈសរតាម? 

Language Proficiency 

24. Language Old M Young M Old F Young F Kids <9 yrs 

 25 26 27 28 29 

 30 31 32 33 34 

 35 36 37 38 39 

 40 41 42 43 44 

 45 46 47 48 49 

 50 51 52 53 54 

 55 56 57 58 59 

 60 61 62 63 64 

 

24. What other languages do Khmer Khe people in this village know? (list in chart) [chart was not used] 

ឈតើមានភាសាណាឈសេងឈេៀតដែលជនជាតិឈប្កាលឈៅភូមិឈនោះឈចោះនិយាយ? ច ោះកន ុងតារាង 

25. (25-64) how well do [old men/young men/old women/young women/children under 9] know Khmer Khe?   

(25-64) ឈតើមន សេចាស់ប្បសុប្សីមន សេឈកមងប្បសុប្សីឈប្កាមអាយ ៩ឆ្ន ំានិយាយបានកប្មឹតណាដែរ? 

65. Do you think the Khmer language sounds nice?  

អ្នកគិតថាភាសាដខ្ម រសាេ ប់ឈៅេិឈរាោះឈេ? 

66. Do you like to hear stories in Khmer language?  

អ្នកចូលចិតេសាេ ប់ឈរឿងជាភាសាដខ្ម រដែរឬឈេ? 

67. [questions 67-73 were omitted] Do you like to read Khmer language?  

អ្នកចូលចិតេអានភាសាដខ្ម រដែរឬឈេ? 

68. Do you think [other language from chart above that they understand] sounds nice?  

ឈតើអ្នកគិតថាភាសាឈៅកន ុងតារាងខាងឈលើដែលអ្នកយល់បានសាេ ប់ឈៅេិឈរាោះដែរឬឈេ? 

69. Do you like to hear stories in ____?  

ឈតើអ្នកចង់់សាេ ប់ឈរឿងជាភាសា___? 

70. Do you like to read _____?  

ឈតើអ្នកចង់អានជាភាសា___? 

71. Do you think [other language from chart above that they understand] sounds nice?  

ឈតើអ្នកគិតថាភាសាឈៅកន ុងតារាងខាងឈលើដែលអ្នកយល់បាន សាេ ប់ឈៅេិឈរាោះដែរឬឈេ? 

72. Do you like to hear stories in ____?  

1 speak well and understand a lot 

2 speak a little and understand more 
than a little 

3 speak little, understand little 

4 no speak, understand all 

5 only understand a little 

6 understand nothing 
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ឈតើអ្នកចង់់សាេ ប់ឈរឿងជាភាសា___? 

73. Do you like to read _____?  

ឈតើអ្នកចង់អានជាភាសា___? 

 

Language use 

74. Which language do Khmer Khe children in this village learn to speak first? 

ឈតើភាសាមួយណាដែលឈកមងៗឈប្កាលឈៅ កន ុងភូមិឈនោះនិយាយម នឈគ? 

75. [Questions 75-78 were omitted] If Kraol is not the first language of some children, do they learn to speak Kraol when 
they are older?  

ឈបើសិន មិនដមនឈប្កាលឈេ ឈតើឈគនិយាយឈប្កាលបានឈៅឈេលដែលឈគធំា? 

76. At what age do they speak Kraol?  

ឈតើអាយ ប   ម នដែលឈគអាចនិយាយឈប្កាលបាន? 

77. When did Kraol people in this village start to speak Khmer? 

ឈតើជនជាតិឈប្កាលឈៅកន ុងភូមិឈនោះចាប់ឈសេើមនិយាយដខ្ម រតាំាងេីឈេលណាមក? 

78. Why did they start?  

មូលឈហត អ្វ ីបានចាប់ឈសេើមនិយាយ? 

79. Do some people not know Khmer?  

ឈហត អ្វ ីមានអ្នកខ្លោះអ្ត់ឈចោះនិយាយដខ្ម រ? Make sure that it is true! If not we have to skip it. 

80. [if some don’t know Khmer Khe] When did it first come about that some Khmer Khe people don’t speak Khmer Khe 
language? Taking about Khmer Khe people don’t know Khmer Khe? what about the kids? 

ប្បសិនឈបើមានអ្នកខ្លោះអ្ត់ឈចោះភាសាឈប្កាល ឈតើវាឈកើតឈងើងឈេលណា? 

81. [Questions 81-82 were omitted] When children in this village speak Kraol,what about old people? do they sometimes 
mix other languages with it?  

ឈៅឈេលនិយាយឈប្កាលឈតើមានធ្លល ប់និយាយលាយងំាជាមួយភាសាឈសេងឈេៀតដែរឬឈេ? 

82. Which languages?  

ឈបើែូចឈ ោះ ភាសាណាខ្លោះ? 

 

Domains 

83. What languages do you use when you are having conversation with your family in your house? 

ឈតើអ្នកឈប្បើភាសាមួយណាឈៅឈេលដែលអ្នកនិយាយជាមួយប្កមុប្គួសាររបស់អ្នកឈៅកន ុងសទោះ? 

When you pray to your ancestors what language do you use? 

ឈេលឈៅសទោះ ឈបើសិនជាមន សេកន ុងប្គួសាររបស់អ្នកមានជឈមាល ោះនឹងគ្នន  ឈតើេួកឈគនឹងឈប្បើភាសាអ្វ ី ឈៅឈេលេួកឈគដប្សកគំាហកដាក់គ្នន ? 

84. When you pray to local spirits what language do you use? 

ឈៅឈេលដែលអ្នកបួងសួងឈៅកាន់ (ែូនតារបស់អ្នក អ្នកតា ប្េោះ) ឈតើភាសាមួយណាដែលអ្នកឈប្បើ? 
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85. When Khmer Khe people gather for a funeral, what language do they use in the ceremony? 

ឈេលដែលមន សេឈៅកន ុងភូមិរបស់អ្នក ំាគ្នន ឈធវ ើេិធីប ណយសេ ឈតើេួកឈគឈប្បើភាសាមួយណា? 

86. When Khmer Khe elders in your village meet to make a decision, what languages do they use? 

ឈេលដែលអ្នកចាស់េ ំាឈៅកន ុងភូមិរបស់អ្នកជួបជ ំាគ្នន ឈែើមបីឈដាោះប្សាយជឈមាល ោះណាមួយឈ ោះ ឈតើេួកឈគឈប្បើភាសាអ្វ ីខ្ល ោះ? 

87. In which situations is it important to use Khmer Khe language?  

ឈតើឈៅកន ុងសាថ នភាេដបបណាដែលសំាខាន់តំារវូឲ្ឈប្បើភាសាឈប្កាល? 

88. In which situations is it important to use Khmer? 

ឈតើឈៅកន ុងសាថ នភាេដបបណាដែលសំាខាន់តំារវូឲ្យឈប្បើភាសាដខ្ម រ? 

89. Has anyone ever used the Khmer Khe language for writing?  Who and for what purpose?  

ឈតើធ្លល ប់មានអ្នកណាឈគយកភាសាឈប្កាលមកសរឈសរជាអ្កេរដែរឬឈេ?នរណា?ឈែើមបីអ្វ ី? 

90. Would you like to learn to read and write Khmer Khe? 

ឈតើអ្នកចូលចិតេអាននិងសរឈសរភាសាឈប្កាលឈេ? 

91. What kind of things would you like to read? 

ឈតើអ្នកចង់អានជាអ្វ ីខ្ល ោះដែរ? 

92. What language do you have to speak to make money? 

ឈតើភាសាអ្វ ីដែលអ្នកអ្នកនិយាយឈែើមបីរកល យ? 

93. Is it possible to make money if you only speak Khmer Khe? 

ឈតើអាចឈៅរចួឈេឈែើមបីរកល យបាន ឈបើប្គ្នន់ដតឈចោះភាសាឈប្កាល? 

Language prestige and predictions 

94. Are Khmer Khe people in your village proud to be Khmer Khe? 

ឈតើជនជាតិឈប្កាលកន ុងភូមិរបស់អ្នកសបាយចិតេដែលជាជនជាតិឈប្កាលឈេ? 

95. If you go to Phnom Penh and people don’t know where you come from and they ask, will you be happy to tell them 
that you are Khmer Khe? 

ឈបើអ្នកឈៅេបី្កងុភន ំាឈេញសម ឈហើយឈគមិនសាា ល់ថាអ្នកមកេីណាឈ ោះឈេ ឈតើអ្នកចងឈ់អាយឈគែឹងថា អ្នកជាជនជាតិឈប្កាលឬឈេ?  

96. Why? 

ឈហត អ្វ ី? 

97. What do other ethnic minorities think of Khmer Khe people? 

ឈតើជនជាតិភាគតិចែនេឈេៀតគិតយា ងែូចឈមេចចំាឈពាោះជនជាតិឈប្កាល?  

98. Do they admire you or make fun of you? 

ឈតើឈគសរឈសើរអ្នក ឬឈគងកឈលើយដាក់អ្នក? 

99. What language is most important for your children to know? 

ឈតើភាសាអ្វ ីដែលសំាខាន់បំាស ត ដែលអ្នកចង់ឲ្យកូនអ្នកឈចោះ? 

100. [Questions 100-104 were omitted] Why is _____language most important? 
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ឈហត អ្វ ីបានជាឈចោះនិយាយភាសា_____ជាការសំាខាន់? 

101. What language is second most important for your children to know? 

ឈតើភាសាអ្វ ីដែលសំាខាន់េីេីរ ដែលអ្នកចងឲ់្យកូនអ្នកឈចោះ? 

102. Why is it important for your children to know ____language? 

ឈហត អ្វ ីបានជាឈចោះនិយាយភាសា_____ជាការសំាខាន់? 

103. What language is third most important for your children to know? 

ឈតើភាសាអ្វ ីដែលសំាខាន់េីបី ដែលអ្នកចងឲ់្យកូនអ្នកឈចោះ? 

104. Why is it important for your children to know ____language? 

ឈហត អ្វ ីបានជាឈចោះនិយាយភាសា_____ជាការសំាខាន់? 

105. How would you feel if your children stopped speaking Khmer Khe and only spoke Khmer? 

ឈតើអ្នកមានអារមមណ៏ែូចឈមេច ប្បសិនឈបើកូនរបស់អ្នកឈប់និយាយភាសារបស់អ្នក ឈហើយនិយាយដតភាសាដខ្មរជំានួស វ ញញសម? 

106. Do you think the Khmer Khe language is dying out or is it still strong? 

ឈតើអ្នកគិតថា ភាសារបស់អ្នកកំាេ ងដតបាត់បង់ ឬក៏ឈៅដតមានអ្នកនិយាយ?  

107. Why do you think that? 

ឈហត អ្វ ីអ្នកគិតែូឈចនោះ? 

108. If it is dying, what can be done to save it? 

ប្បសិនឈបើកំាេ ងបាត់បង់ ឈតើឈហត អ្វ ី? ឈតើមាន វ ញធីយា ងណាឈែើមបីដែរកាក ំាឈអាយបាត់បង់? 

109. If it is strong, do you think it could die in the future?  Why? 

ប្បសិនឈបើឈៅដតមានអ្នកនិយាយ ឈតើអ្នកគិតថាវាសថ ិតឈៅកន ុងឈប្គ្នោះថាន ក់ននការបាត់បង ់ឈេលអ្ គតដមនឈេ? ឈហត អ្វ ី? 

110. 20 years from now, will the children still speak Khmer Khe? 

នមៃឆ្ន ំាឈេៀត ឈតើអ្នកគិតថា ភាសារបស់អ្នកឈៅដតនិយាយឈេៀតឈេ? 

 

People movement 

111. How many people from other ethnic groups come to live in your village?  

ឈតើជនជាតិែនេឈេៀតដែលចូលមករសឈ់ៅកន ុងភូមិរបស់អ្នកមានចំានួនប   ម ន?  

112. Which ethnic groups do they come from? 

ឈតើេួកឈគមកេីប្កមុជនជាតិមួយណា? 

113. Why do they come?  (married, buy land?) 

ឈហត អ្វ ីបានជាេួកឈគមក? (ឈរៀបការ េិញសមែី) 

114. [Questions 114-116 were omitted] How well do the immigrants know Kraol? 

ឈតើអ្នកចំាណូលប្សកុយល់ែឹងភាសាឈប្កាលបានប  ណាា ? 

115. If they don’t know Kraol, why not? 
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ឈបើសិនេួកឈគមិនឈចោះភាសាឈប្កាលឈេ ឈតើមកេីមូលឈហត អ្វ ី? 

116. How well do the children of immigrants know Kraol? 

ឈតើកូនៗរបស់ប្បជាជនដែលចូលមករស់ឈៅកន ុងភូមិឈនោះឈចោះនិយាយភាសាឈប្កាលបានប  ណាា ? 

117.  How many Khmer Khe people leave this village to live in other ethnic areas? 

ឈតើមានប្បជាជនប   ម ន ក់ដែលឈធវ ើចំាណក់ប្សកុឈៅរស់ឈៅតំាបន់ជនជាតិឈសេងឈេៀត? 

118. [Questions 118-126 were omitted] To which ethnic areas do they go? 

ឈតើេួកឈគឈៅរស់ឈៅភូមិជនជាតិណាខ្លោះ? 

119. Do they go together and live with other Kraol people there? 

ឈតើេួកឈគឈៅជាមួយគ្នន  និងរស់ឈៅជាមួយជនជាតិឈប្កាលែនេឈេៀតដមនឈេ? 

120. If they live with other Kraol people, do they speak Kraol together in that place? 

ប្បសិនឈបើេួកឈគរស់ឈៅជាមួយជនជាតិឈប្កាលែនេឈេៀត ឈតើេួកឈគឈប្បើភាសាឈប្កាលឈៅេកីដនលងឈ ោះឈេ? 

121. How frequently do they come back to visit this village? 

ឈតើេួកឈគប្តលប់មកឈលងភូមិ វ ញញសមញឹសមកញាប់ប  ណាា ?  

122. For what reason do they come back?  A special occasion or just to visit? 

មកឈលងកន ុងឱកាសអ្វ ី? 

123. When they come back do they still speak Kraol? 

ឈេលប្តលប់មក វ ញញសម ឈតើេួកឈគឈៅដតអាចនិយាយភាសាឈប្កាលរបស់ឈគឬឈេ? 

124. How well do their children know Kraol? 

ឈតើកូនៗរបស់េួកឈគយល់ែឹងភាសាឈប្កាលបានប  ណាា ដែរ? 

125. Do you think that the people that leave your village have a better life than the people that stay in the village? 

ឈតើអ្នកគិតថាអ្នកដែលឈចញសមេីភូមិរបស់អ្នក មានជីវភាេប្គ្នន់ឈបើជាងអ្នកដែលឈៅកន ុងភូមិឬឈេ?  

126. Why or why not? 

ឈហត អ្វ ី? 

Land 

127. Has this village always been on this ground? 

ឈតើេីម នមក ភូមិឈនោះមានេីតាំាងឈៅេីកដនលងឈនោះដមនឈេ? 

128. [Questions 128-134 were omitted] In what other places has this village been? 

ឈតើភូមិឈនោះធ្លល ប់មានេីតាំាងឈៅេីកដនលងណាខ្លោះ? 

129. Have Kraol people always lived in this village? 

ឈតើេីម នមក អ្នករស់ឈៅដតកន ុងេកីដនលងឈនោះដមនឈេ? 

130. If not, when did Kraol people come to this village? 

ប្បសិនឈបើឈេ ឈតើអ្នកមករស់ឈៅេឈីនោះឈេលណា? 
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131. If not, where did the Kraol people in this village come from? 

ប្បសិនឈបើឈេ ឈតើជនជាតិឈប្កាលភូមិឈនោះមកេីេីកដនលងណា? 

132. If not, why did the Kraol people leave the place they were in before? 

ប្បសិនឈបើឈេ ឈតើឈហត អ្វ ីបានជាជនជាតិឈប្កាលចាកឈចញសមេីេីកដនលងដែលឈគធ្លល ប់ឈៅេីម ន? 

133. What year did the other ethnic groups join this village? 

ឈតើជនជាតិែនេឈេៀតចូលមករស់ឈៅេឈីនោះឆ្ន ំាណា? 

134. Why did the other ethnic groups come to this village? 

ឈហត អ្វ ីបានជាជនជាតិែនេឈេៀតមករស់ឈៅេឈីនោះ? 

 

135. Do all the Khmer Khe people own their land or does it belong to another ethnic group? 

ឈតើជនជាតិឈប្កាលមានែីផ្ទទ ល់ខ្ល នួរបស់ឈគទំាងអ្ស់គ្នន  ឬកែ៏ីឈ ោះគឺជាកមមសិេិធរបស់ជនជាតិែនេឈេៀត? 

136. What do Khmer Khe people use their land for? (farming to eat, farming to sell, forest, hunting) 

ឈតើអ្នកឈប្បើប្បាស់ែីរបស់អ្នកឈែើមបីឈធវ ើអ្វ ីខ្ល ោះ? (កសិកមមចិចេ ឹមជីវ ញត ដាំាែំាណាំា េ កប្បមូលសល/បរបាញសម់)? 

137. Do Khmer Khe people have enough land? 

ឈតើអ្នកមានែីប្គប់ប្គ្នន់ ឬមិនប្គប់ប្គ្នន់? 

138. [Questions 138-155 were omitted] If not, why is there a shortage of land? 

ឈបើសិនអ្នកមានែីមិនប្គប់ប្គ្នន់សប្មាប់ឈធវ ើដប្សចំាការ ឈតើមកេីមូលឈហត អ្វ ី? 

 

Education 

139. Where do Kraol children go to school?  

ឈកមងៗជនជាតិឈប្កាលឈៅឈរៀនឈៅឯណា? 

140. What ethnicity are the teachers?  

ឈតើប្គូបឈប្ងៀនមានជនជាតិអ្វ ីខ្ល ោះ? 

141. What percentage of the student population is Kraol and other ethnicities?  

ចំានួនភាគរយននជនជាតិឈប្កាលនិងជនជាតិឈសេងៗឈេៀតមានប   ម នដែរ? 

142. What language do the teachers use to teach?  

ប្គូឈប្បើភាសាអ្វ ីសំារាប់បឈប្ងៀន? 

143. If have Kroal teacher, Do the teachers ever use Kraol to teach ?  

ឈបើមានប្គួជាជនជាតិឈប្កាល ឈតើប្គូមានធ្លល ប់ឈប្បើភាសាឈប្កាលសំារាប់បឈប្ងៀនដែរឬឈេ? 

144. Are the students ever taught about Kraol culture or language in school?  

ឈកមងៗមានធ្លល ប់បានឈគបឈប្ងៀនេីវបបធម៌ ឬភាសាឈប្កាលដែរឬឈេ? 

145. Are Kroal students told not to use Kraol at school or is it ok?  
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ឈតើឈកមងៗប្តូវបានហាមមិនឲ្យនិយាយភាសាឈប្កាលឈៅសាលាឈេ? ឬមិនអ្ីឈេ? 

146. Do Kraol students speak Kraol with each other at school? 

147. What percentage of the children go to school? 

ឈតើឈកមងៗដែលបានចូលឈរៀនឈៅសាលាមានប   ម នភាគរយ? 

148. If not all go, why don’t they go? 

(ឈបើសិនឈកមងៗទំាងអ្ស់មិនឈៅសាលាឈេ) ឈហត អ្វ ីបានជាឈកមងៗខ្លោះមិនបានឈៅឈរៀន? 

149. At what grade do most children stop going to school? 

ឈតើឈកមងៗភាគឈប្ចើនឈប់ឈៅឈរៀនឈៅថាន ក់េបី   ម ន? 

150. Why don’t they study more? 

ឈហត អ្វ ីេួកឈគមិនឈរៀនឲ្យបានឈប្ចើន? 

151. What grade have most adults completed? 

ឈតើមន សេឈេញសមវយ័ដែលឈរៀនឈៅសាលា ភាគឈប្ចើនបំាស តឈរៀនែល់ប្តឹមថាន ក់េបី   ម ន? 

152. How many Kraol people in this village have studied at university? 

ឈៅកន ុងភូមិឈនោះ ឈតើមានជនជាតិឈប្កាលប   ម ន ក់ ដែលបានឈរៀនមហា វ ញេលល័យ? 

153. How many have trained to be teachers? 

ឈតើមានប្បជាជនប   ម ន ក់ ដែលបានេេួលការហវ ឹកហវ ឺនជាប្គូ? 

154. How many studied in high school? 

ឈតើមានប្បជាជនប   ម ន ក់ ដែលបានឈរៀនឈៅ វ ញេលល័យ? 

155. How many studied in grade 6? 

 ឈតើមានប្បជាជនប   ម ន ក់ ដែលបានឈរៀនថាន ក់េ៦ី? 

Cultural Identity 

156. What things do Khmer Khe people have or do that make them different from other ethnic groups? 

ឈតើេំាឈនៀមេំាលាប់អ្វ ីដែលមានដតជនជាតិឈប្កាលឈេដែលឈធវ ើ គឺខ្ សេីជនជាតិែនេឈេៀត? 

157. Is it important for your children to know that they are Khmer Khe? 

ឈតើជាឈរឿងសំាខាន់ឈេកន ុងការដែលឲ្យកូនឈៅរបស់អ្នកែឹងថា េួកឈគគឺជាជនជាតិឈប្កាល? 

158. What would you like to teach your children about being Khmer Khe? 

ឈតើអ្វ ីដែលអ្នកចង់បឈប្ងៀនកូនអ្នកប្តវូែឹងកន ុង មជាជនជាតិឈប្កាល? 

 

Church 

159. [Questions 159-165 were omitted] What religions do the Kraol people follow? 

ឈតើជនជាតិឈប្កាលឈគ្នរេសាស និងជំាឈនឿឈៅឈលើអ្វ ីខ្ល ោះ? 

160. Is the traditional religion of the Kraol people different from other ethnic groups? 

ឈតើជំាឈនឿសាស ប រាណរបស់ជនជាតិឈប្កាលខ្ សគ្នន េីជនជាតិឈសេងឈេៀតដែរឬឈេ? 

161. Are there any Kraol people that believe in Jesus?   
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មានជនជាតិឈប្កាលឈជឿប្េោះឈយស ូ ដែរឬឈេ? 

162. If yes, how many? ឈបើមាន ឈតើប   ម ន ក់ដែល? 

163. If yes, where do they live? ឈតើឈគរស់ឈៅឯណា? 

Organizations 

164. What are government/organizations/companies doing to help the Kraol people? 

ឈតើរដាា ភិបាល អ្ងាការ ប្កមុហ  នឈធវ ើអ្វ ីខ្ល ោះឈែើមបីជួយែល់ជនជាតិឈប្កាល? 

165. What kind of outside help do people want in this village? 

ឈតើអ្នកចងប់ានជំានួយអ្វ ីខ្ល ោះសប្មាប់ភូមិរបស់អ្នក? 

Contact 

167. Kraol villages to 171. Purpose 175. Frequency   181. Language  

          

168. Kraol villages from 172. 176.   182. 

          

169. Other villages to 173. 177. 179. Their language  183. 

          

170. Other villages from 174. 178. 180. 184. 

          

 

185. [Questions 185-192 were omitted] Where do you buy the things you need like oil, cooking pots, clothes, petrol, 
batteries? 

ឈតើអ្នកឈៅេិញសមរបស់របរែូចជាឈប្បងឆ្ ឆ្ន ំាង សំាឈលៀកបំាពាក់ សាំាង អាគ យ ឈៅេីណា? 

186. What language do you use in the place where you buy these things? 

ឈតើភាសាអ្វ ីដែលអ្នកឈប្បើឈៅកដនលងដែលអ្នកឈៅេិញសមរបស់របរទំាងឈ ោះ? 

187. Where do you go for medical help? 

ឈតើអ្នកឈៅេិញសមថាន ំាឈេេយឈៅេីណា? 

188. How often do people go there for medical help? 

ឈតើអ្នកឈៅេិញសមថាន ំាឈេេយញឹសមកញាប់ប  ណាា ? 

189. What language do you use in the place where you go to get medical help? 

ឈតើភាសាអ្វ ីដែលអ្នកឈប្បើឈៅកដនលងដែលអ្នកឈៅេិញសមថាន ំាឈេេយទំាងឈ ោះ? 

190. What proportion of the Kraol people in this village have ever been to Kratie town? 

ឈតើមន សេប   ម នភាគរយដែលរស់ឈៅេឈីនោះធ្លល ប់ឈៅឈខ្តេប្កឈចោះ? 

191. What proportion of the Kraol people in this village have ever been to Phnom Penh? 

ឈតើមន សេប   ម នភាគរយដែលរស់ឈៅេឈីនោះធ្លល ប់ឈៅភន ំាឈេញសមដែរ? 

192. Who usually goes to town (men, women, young, old)? 

ជាធមមតា ឈតើអ្នកណាដែលដតងដតឈៅេបី្បជ ំាជន (ប្បសុ ប្សី ឈកមង ឬចាស់)? 
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193. Where did people in this village go during Pol Pot time? 

ឈៅសម័យប  លេត ឈតើប្បជាជនកន ុងភូមិឈនោះឈៅណា? 

194. Which other ethnic groups did you mix with during Pol Pot time? 

ឈៅសម័យប  លេត ឈតើអ្នករស់ឈៅលាយងំាជាមួយប្កមុជនជាតិណាខ្លោះ? 

195. When did you come back to this place? 

ឈតើអ្នកប្តលប់មកេីកដនលងឈនោះ វ ញញសមឈៅឈេលណា? 

196. Which ethnic groups have you heard of in Cambodia? 

ឈតើមានឈ ម្ ោះជនជាតិភាគតិចណាខ្លោះដែលអ្នកធ្លល ប់បានឮឈៅកន ុងប្សកុដខ្ម រ? 

197. Which ones have you met? 

ឈតើអ្នកធ្លល ប់ជួបជនជាតិណាខ្លោះ? 
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Appendix B Family Interview 
A. Date:    B. Location:   

C. Interviewer:      D. Subject is: Mother /Father /Son /Daughter 

Screening questions 

1. Ethnicity of subject ជនជាតិ 

2. Ethnicity of subject’s mother  ជនជាតិ(មាេ យ)    

3. Ethnicity of subject’s father  ជនជាតិ(ឪេ ក) 

4. Village history of family [how many years members lived where, moved why] ប្បវតេ ិទក់េងការរស់ឈៅរបស់ ប្កមុប្គួសារ

(រស់ឈៅឯណាប   ម នឆ្ន ំានិងមូលឈហត អ្វ ីផ្ទល ស់េីលំាឈៅ?) 

General  ទូភៅ 

5. Subject’s name  ឈ ម្ ោះ 

6. Subjects gender  ឈភេ 

7. Father’s name  ឈ ម្ ោះឪេ ក 

8. Mother’s name  ឈ ម្ ោះមាេ យ 

9. What family members are present at the interview?  អ្នកណាខ្លោះដែលចូលរមួសំាភាសន៍ 

Family chart (10-152)  តារាងប្កមុប្រសូារ(១០-១៥២) 
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Subject 10 21 32 43 54 65 76 87 98 109 120 131 142 

Father 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99 110 121 132 143 

Mother 12 23 34 45 56 67 78 89 100 111 122 133 144 

Father's F 13 24 35 46 57 68 79 90 101 112 123 134 145 

Father's M 14 25 36 47 58 69 80 91 102 113 124 135 146 

Mother's F 15 26 37 48 59 70 81 92 103 114 125 136 147 

Mother's M 16 27 38 49 60 71 82 93 104 115 126 137 148 

Spouse 17 28 39 50 61 72 83 94 105 116 127 138 149 

Children 18 29* 40 51 62 73 84 95 106 117 128 139 150 

Grandchildren 19 30 41 52 63 74 85 96 107 118 129 140 151 

Siblings 20 31 42 53 64 75 86 97 108 119 130 141 152 

 

153. How well can you read Khmer? (test reading sentence) ឈតើអ្នកអាចអានភាសាដខ្មរបានកប្មឹតណា? 

154. How well can you write Khmer? (test reading sentence) ឈតើអ្នកអាចសរឈសរភាសាដខ្មរបានកប្មឹតណា? 

 

Language Use  ការភប្រើប្ាស់ភាសា 

155. What languages did your father speak with you? ឪេ ករបស់អ្នកនិយាយភាសាអ្វ ីខ្ល ោះជាមួយអ្នក? 

156. What languages did your mother speak with you? មាេ យរបស់អ្នកនិយាយភាសាអ្វ ីខ្ល ោះជាមួយអ្នក? 

157. What languages did your parents speak with each other? ឪេ កនិងមាេ យរបស់អ្នក និយាយភាសាអ្វ ីខ្ល ោះជា មួយអ្នក? 

158. What language did you know second? ឈតើភាសាណាដែលអ្នកឈចោះេី២? 
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159. How old were you when you started to speak your second language? ឈតើឈ អាយ ប   ម នដែលអ្នកចាប់ ឈសេើមនិយាយ

ភាសាេី២ឈ ោះ? 

160. What languages do you speak with your spouse? ឈតើភាសាណាខ្លោះដែលអ្នកនិយាយជាមួយប្បេនធបស់អ្នក? 

161. If more than one, what percentage of the time do you speak each language?ប្បសិនឈបើមានឈលើសេីមួយភាសាឈតើ

ភាសាមួយៗអ្នកនិយាយប   ម នភាគរយ? 

162. What languages do you speak to your children?ឈតើភាសាណាខ្លោះដែលអ្នកនិយាយជាមួយកូនរបស់អ្នក?  

163. If more than one, what percentage of the time do you speak each?ប្បសិនឈបើមានឈលើសេីមួយភាសាឈតើភាសាមួយៗអ្នក

និយាយប   ម នភាគរយ? 

164. What languages does your spouse speak to your children?ឈតើភាសាណាខ្លោះដែលប្បេនធអ្នកនិយាយជាមួយកូន របស់

អ្នក?  

165. If more than one, what percentage of the time do you speak each? ប្បសិនឈបើមានឈលើសេីមួយភាសាឈតើភាសាមួយៗ

អ្នកនិយាយប   ម នភាគរយ? 

166. What language did/will your children speak first? ឈតើកូនរបស់អ្នកឈចោះនិយាយភាសាមួយណាម នឈគ? 

167. If not Khmer Khe, why not? ប្បសិនឈបើមិនដមនជាភាសាឈប្កាលឈេមូលឈហត អ្វ ី? 

168. If Khmer Khe is not the children’s first language, did/will they speak Khmer Khe later?  ប្បសិនឈប្កាលមិនដមនជា

ភាសាដែលឈកមងៗឈចោះនិយាយម នឈគឈេឈតើេួកឈគបាន/និងនិយាយាឈេលឈប្កាយ? 

169. If so, at what age did/will they start to speak Khmer Khe? ឈបើែូចឈ ោះឈៅអាយ ប   ម នឈគនិយាយឈប្កាល? 

170. If Khmer is [or will be] the children’s second language, where did/will they learn to speak it? ប្បសិនឈបើ ភាសាដខ្មរជា

ភាេី២របស់ឈកមងៗឈតើេួកឈគឈរៀនឈៅឯណា? 

171. How old were they [will they be] when they learn[ed] Khmer? ឈៅអាយ ប   ម ន? 

172. What language do you and your grandparents speak to each other?ឈតើអ្នកនិងយាយតារបស់អ្នកនិយាយភាសាអ្វ ី

ជាមួយគ្នន ? 

173. What language do you and your siblings speak to each other?ឈតើអ្នកនិងបងបអ នូរបស់អ្នកនិយាយភាសា អ្វ ីជាមួយគ្នន ? 

174. What languages does your family use when conversing in your house?ឈតើភាសាណាខ្លោះដែលប្កមុប្គួសាររបស់អ្នក

និយាយជាមួយគ្នន ? 

Domains 

175. What do you believe in? (religion) ឈតើអ្នកមានជំាឈនឿឈលើអ្វ ី?សា អ្វ ី?  

176. When you pray to your ancestors, what languages do you use?ឈេលដែលអ្នកបួងសួងឈៅកាន់ែូនតា របស់អ្នក ឈតើអ្នក

ឈប្បើភាសាអ្វ ី? 

177. When you pray to local spirits, what languages do you use? ឈេលដែលអ្នកបួងសួងឈៅកាន់ អ្នកតាឈតើអ្នក ឈប្បើភាសា

អ្វ ី? 

178. When your family gathers for a funeral, what language do you use in the ceremony? ឈេលឈធវ ើេិធីប ណយ សេ ឈតើប្កមុ

ប្គួសាររបស់អ្នក ឈប្បើភាសាអ្វ ី? 

179. If you want to make a new song to sing, what languages do you use? ឈបើអ្នកចង់ដតងបេចំាឈរៀងមួយ ឈតើអ្នកចង់ 

ឈប្បើភាសាអ្វ ី? 

180. If you only spoke Khmer is that not a problem or should you be able to speak Khmer Khe sometimes? ប្បសិនឈបើ

អ្នក និយាយដតភាសាដខ្ម រឈតើអ្នកគិតថាមិនមានបញ្ហា អ្វ ីឈេឬចាំាបាច់ប្តូវនិយាយភាសាឈប្កាលដែល? 

181. When is it important to be able to speak Khmer Khe? ឈតើឈៅឈេលណាដែលសំាខាន់ប្តវូដតនិយាយភាសាឈប្កាល ឈដាយ

ខានមិនបាន? 

182. Do you know of anyone who used the Khmer Khe language for writing?  ឈតើអ្នកមានសាា ល់នរណាមាន ក់ដែលឈប្បើ 

ភាសាឈប្កាលយកមកសរឈសរដែលឬឈេ? 

183. Who? នរណា? 

184. For what purpose? ឈគ្នលបំាណងអ្វ ី? 

185. Would you rather hear an interesting story in Khmer Khe, Bunong, or Khmer?  ឈតើអ្នកចង់សាេ ប់ឈរឿងជាភាសា 

ឈប្កាល ជាងភាសាភនងជាងឬភាសាដខ្មរជាង? 

Preferences/Prestige 

186. Would you like to read and write Khmer Khe language if there were an alphabet and books? ប្បសិនឈបើមាន អ្កេរ 

ឈប្កាលឈតើអ្នកចង់អាននិងសរឈសរជាភាសាឈប្កាលដែលឬឈេ? 

187. What is the most important language for your children to learn? ឈតើភាសាមួយណាដែលសំាខាន់េី១ សំារាប់ ឲ្កូនរបស់

អ្នកឈចោះ? 
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188. What is the second most important language for your children to learn? ឈតើភាសាមួយណាដែលសំាខាន់ េី២ សំារាប់ឲ្

កូនរបស់អ្នកឈចោះ? 

189. What is the third most important language for your children to learn? ឈតើភាសាមួយណាដែលសំាខាន់េី៣ សំារាប់ឲ្កូន

របស់អ្នកឈចោះ? 

190. Why is it important to speak each of these languages? មូលឈហត អ្វ ីដែលសំាខាន់ប្តូវឈចោះភាសាទំាងឈនោះ? 

191. How would you feel if your children stopped speaking Khmer Khe and only spoke Khmer? ឈតើអ្នកមាន អារមមណ៍ែូច

ឈមេច ឈបើកូនរបស់អ្នកឈប់និយាយឈប្កាលឈហើយដបរជានិយាយភាសាដខ្ម រជំានួសវ ញញសម? 

192. Do you think that your language is dying out or is it still strong? ឈតើអ្នកគិតថាភាសារបស់អ្នកកំាេ ងបាត់ បង់ឈហើយ ឬ

ឈៅរងឹមា ំាឈៅឈងើយ? 

193. Why? មូលឈហត អ្វ ី? 

194. If your language is still strong, do you think it could possibly die in the future? ប្បសិនឈបើភាសារបស់អ្នក ឈៅរងឹមា ំា 

ឈតើអ្នកគិតថាវានិងបាត់បង់ឈៅកន ុងឈេលអ្ គត? 

195. For what reasons could it die? ឈដាយសាមូឈហត អ្វ ី? 

196. What work do you do? ឈតើអ្នកមានរបរអ្វ ី? 

197. When you work, what languages do you use? ឈៅឈេលអ្នកឈធវ ើការឈតើអ្នកឈប្បើភាសាអ្វ ី? 

198. If more than one language, what percentage do you speak each language? ប្បសិនឈបើមានឈលើស េីមួយភាសាឈតើ

ភាសាមួយៗអ្នកនិយាយប   ម នភាគរយ? 

199. What languages are most useful for making a living? (1
st
, 2

nd
, 3

rd
) ឈតើភាសាមូយណាដែលមានសារៈ សំាខាន់សំារាប់ ប្បកប

របរចចេ ឹមជីវ ញត? 

200. Which ethnic group do you want your children to marry with?ឈតើអ្នកចង់ឲ្កូនរបស់អ្នកឈរៀបការជាមួយ ជនជាតិអ្វ ី? 

201. Is it important for your children to know that they are Khmer Khe? ឈតើវាសំាខាន់ដែលឬឈេ ឈែើមបីឲ្កូនរបស់អ្នក ែឹងថា 

ឈគជាជនជាតិឈប្កាល? 

202. What do you teach your children about being Khmer Khe? ឈតើអ្នកបឈប្ងៀនកូនអ្នកអ្វ ីខ្ល ោះឈែើមបីឲ្ឈគែឹងថាឈគ ជាជន

ជាតិឈប្កាល? 

203. Where did you go to school?  ឈតើអ្នកឈៅឈរៀនឈៅសាលាឯណា? 

204. When you went to school, did the teachers ever use the Khmer Khe language to teach? ឈេលឈរៀនឈៅសាលា ឈតើប្គូ

មានដែរឈប្បើភាសាឈប្កាលសំារាប់បឈប្ងៀនដែលឬឈេ? 

205. Were you ever told not to use your own language at school?ឈតើឈៅឯណាដែលអ្នកធ្លល ប់ឈបើបានហាមមិន ឲ្និយាយ

ភាសាឈប្កាល?
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Appendix C Short Group Interview 
Date 

Village 

Participants 

Interviewer / notes 

Village population 

13.   What is the total population of the village? 

14.   Has this village always been on this ground?  If not, where was it before? 

15.   Have Khmer Khes people always lived in this village?  If not, when? 

16.    Why did Khmer Khes people come to this village? 

17.   When did the other ethnic groups come to this village? 

18.   Why did the other ethnic groups come to this village? 

19.   Are the ethnic groups in this village mixed with each other or do most people marry within their ethnic 
group? 
20.   How many pure Khmer Khes (both parents Khmer Khes) families are there? 

21.   How many of the Khmer Khes families are mixed (one Khmer Khes parent with one non-Khmer Khes 
parent)? 
22.   Which other ethnicity do the Khmer Khes people mix with the most? 

23.   What language do the Khmer Khes people here speak the most? 

24.   What other villages speak Khmer Khes the same as you? 

25.   What other villages speak Khmer Khes differently from you? 

26.   How do they speak differently? 

27.   In which village is Khmer Khes spoken most correctly? 

28.   What language do children in this village speak first? 

29.   How well do the Khmer Khes children in this village speak Khmer Khes? 

30.   Can all the Khmer Khes people here speak Khmer Khes? 

31.   Who cannot speak Khmer Khes? 

32.   Why? 

33.   Do the Khmer Khes people in this village know Khmer language? 

34.   Do the Khmer Khes people speak Khmer more or Khmer Khes more in this village? 

35.   Do the Khmer Khes people here speak Khmer Khes really well or not so much? 

36.   What language is most important for your children to know? 

37.   Why is _____language most important? 

38.   What language is second most important for your children to know? 

39.   Why is it important for your children to know ____language? 

40.   What language is third most important for your children to know? 

41.   Why is it important for your children to know ____language? 

42.   How would you feel if your children stopped speaking Khmer Khes and only spoke Khmer? 

43.   Do you think the Khmer Khes language is dying out or is it still strong? 

44.   Why do you think that? 

45.   If it is dying, what can be done to save it? 

46.   If it is strong, do you think it could die in the future?  Why? 

47.   20 years from now, will the children still speak Khmer Khes? 

48.   Where do children from this village go to school? 

49.   About what percent of the children go to school? 

50.   What religion are people in this village? 

51.   Are there any Christians? 

52.   Are any organizations doing work to help people in this village? (get name and contact info) 
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Appendix D Wordlist 

# English Peam Khes Khes Kraom 
Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Andrew Carson) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Diethelm Kanjahn) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 
Eric Pawley) 

Cognate? 

 Language Khmer Khe Khmer Khe     
 Village Peam Khes Khes Kraom     
 Commune Srae Sambour Preak Meas     
 District Siem Pang Siem Pang     
 Province Stueng Traeng Stueng Traeng     
 Elicitation Date 15-Dec-09 16-Dec-09     
 Elicited by P. Lambrecht P. Lambrecht     
1 sky me:k miːk mɛːk mek meːk likely 

2 sun preah atɛt tʰŋa  pɾɛah ʔatɨt tŋai, preah ʔat  t preah ʔatɨt 
likely (compare 
KK to item 8) 

3 moon preah caːn kʰeː pɾɛah can 
lok kʰae, preah 
c n 

preəh can likely 

4 star pkaː  pkaː  pkaː  pkaj pkaː  likely 
5 cloud pɔpɔːk popoːk pɔpɔːk popɔːʔ pɔpɔːk likely 
6 rain pʰliəŋ pʰliəŋ pliəŋ pʰliəŋ pliəŋ likely 
7 night jop jup jup   p yʊp likely 
8 day tʰŋa  tʰŋa  thŋai tŋai tʰŋa  likely 
9 water tɨk tɨk tɨk t  k tɨk likely 
10 stream, small river ʔoːr ʔoːr   ʔɔu ʔou likely 
11 river tonleː tən liː   t ɔ nle tonle likely 
12 soil diː ɗiː dəi ɗ  i dəy likely 
13 stone tʰmɔː tʰmɔː thmɒː tʰmɔ tmɑː likely 
14 mountain pʰnom pʰnom phnum pʰn m pʰnʊm likely 
15 tree dɨm cʰɨː dɨm cʰɨː daəm chəː ɗaəm cʰɵ daəm cʰəː likely 
16 bark sɔmbɔk cʰɨ sɨm bɔk  s ɔ m ɔʔ cʰɵ sɑmbɑːʔ likely 
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# English Peam Khes Khes Kraom 
Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Andrew Carson) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Diethelm Kanjahn) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 
Eric Pawley) 

Cognate? 

17 root (tree) rɯh ʃɨː rɯh cʰɨː ɾɨh rɵ x rɨh likely 
18 leaf ʰlək ʰlək slək chəː slə k slək likely 
19 flower pᵏaː pᵏa ː  pkaː pʰka pkaː likely 
20 fruit pʰlæː pʰleː plaɛ chəː pʰlae cʰɵ pʰlaɛ likely 
21 grass sᵊmaw sᵊma w smaw sm ɯ smaɯ likely 
22 banana ciːk ciːk ceik pʰlae ceik cɛek likely 
23 salt m ɪl m ɪl ʔɒmbəl  ɔ m  əl ʔɑmbəl likely 
24 animal sat sat   s t sat likely 
25 monkey sʋa sʋa swaː sva swaː likely 
26 dog cʰkɛː cʰkeː ckaɛ cʰkae ckaɛ likely 
27 bite (v.) (dog) kʰam kʰam  kʰ m kʰam likely 
28 pig (domestic) cruːk cruːk cɾuːk cə ruk cruːk likely 
29 wing ʰlaːp (sat) sᵊlaːp   slap slaːp likely 
30 feather momɪːh momiːh   rom s t sla  roːm slaːp unlikely 
31 chicken mən mən moən mo n  likely 
32 egg (chicken) poŋ mən poŋ mən  poŋ pɔːŋ (moən) likely 
33 snake puəh pʊh puəh puəh puəh likely 
34 fish trɯ trɯ tɾəi trɛi trəy likely 
35 fly (n.) rui r i ɾu  rʊ   rʊ  likely 
36 head kbaːl kbaːl kbaːl kʰpal kbaːl likely 
37 hair sɔk sɔk sɒʔ s ɔ ʔ sɑʔ likely 
38 eye pʰnæːk pʰneːk phnɛːk pʰnæʔ pʰnɛːk likely 
39 ear trɔcʰiək trɨciək tɾɒciək trɔciəʔ trɑciəʔ likely 
40 mouth mət mət moət mo t mɔət likely 
41 tongue ndaət nda ː t ʔandaːt ʔɔnɗat ʔɑndaːt likely 
42 tooth tʰməɲ tʰməɲ thmɛɲ tʰm ɲ tʰməɲ likely 
43 neck kɔː kɔ ː  kɒː kɔ kɑː likely 
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# English Peam Khes Khes Kraom 
Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Andrew Carson) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Diethelm Kanjahn) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 
Eric Pawley) 

Cognate? 

44 hand bat daj ba t da   pr ɔʔ ɔp ɗ i daj, prɑʔɑp da  likely 
45 fingernail krɔcɔːk krɨcɔ ː k  krɔcɔːʔ krɑcɑːʔ likely 
46 back kʰnɔːŋ kʰnɔːŋ khnɒːŋ kʰnɔŋ kʰnɑːŋ likely 
47 abdomen / belly p ɒh pɤh puəh puəh puəh likely 
48 intestines pɒh ʋiən pɤh ʋiən  puəhviən puəhwiən likely 
49 foot kənlək ɟɪŋ ba t ɟɪŋ  prɔʔɔp cɵŋ prɑʔɑp cəːŋ likely 
50 knee kbal ɟəːŋ kbal ɟɨŋ kʊŋ  cuəŋ kuəŋ cʊ ŋkʊ ŋ cʊŋkʊŋ likely 
51 calf pʰlət ɟɪŋ pʰlət ɟɪŋ kɒmphuən cəːŋ k ɔ mpʰuən cɵŋ kɑmphuən cəəŋ likely 
52 bone cᵊʔəːŋ cᵊʔəːŋ cʔəŋ cʰəʔəŋ cʔəŋ likely 
53 flesh sac sac sac s c sac likely 
54 fat (n.) kʰlaɲ kʰlaɲ klaɲ kʰl ɲ kʰlaɲ likely 
56 blood cʰaːm cʰa ː m chiəm cʰiəm cʰiəm likely 
57 person mənɯh mənɯh mɔnuh mənʊ h mənʊh likely 
58 mother mæː meː mdaː  m  ɗa  mədaː  possible 
59 child koːn kuːn koun kɔun kɔon likely 
60 wife prɔpon prɔpʊn pɾɒpuən prɔ pʊ n prɑpʊn likely 
61 brother (older) bɔŋ kɔmlɔh bɔŋ kɔmlɔh     ɔŋpr ɔ h bɑːŋ prɔh likely 
62 road (path) pʰluː pʰluː plouw pʰloʊv  pʰləɯ likely 
63 house pᵊt/dɛah pᵊteah ptɛah pʰteah pteah likely 
64 sew dir diːr dɛi ɗɛi dei likely 
65 fire pʰlɨːŋ pʰlɨːŋ phləːŋ pʰlɵŋ pʰləːŋ likely 
66 burn (v.) (wood) cʰɛh cʰeh dot cʰæ h cʰɛh likely 
67 ashes pæh peh  pʰæ h pʰɛh likely 
68 smoke pᵊsɛːŋ pᵊseŋ phsaɛŋ pʰsaeŋ psaɛŋ likely 
69 arrow pruəɲ pruəɲ pɾuəɲ pruəɲ pruəɲ likely 
70 hear lɯː lɯ ː lɨː lɨ lɨː likely 
71 weep / cry jom jum  yʊ m  ʊm likely 
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# English Peam Khes Khes Kraom 
Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Andrew Carson) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Diethelm Kanjahn) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 
Eric Pawley) 

Cognate? 

72 eat (rice) siː siː houp baː  ɲ m, ɲ m  a  nyam [baː ] unlikely 
73 drink (v.) pʰək pʰək phək pʰək pʰək likely 
74 vomit (v.) kᵊʔuwət kᵊʔuwət  kʰəʔuət kʔuət likely 
75 spit (v.) sdɔh sdɔh  səɗ ɔ h sdɑh likely 
76 breathe (v.) dɔk tɨŋhɨm dɔk tɨŋhɨm dɒːk dəŋhaəm ɗɔ k ɗ ɔ ŋhaəm dɑːk dɑŋhaəm likely 
77 blow (v.) (w/mouth) pʰlɔm pʰlom phlom pʰl m plɔm likely 
78 laugh (v.) sɘːc sɨːc saəc saəc saəc likely 
79 know (something) diŋ diŋ dəŋ ɗə ŋ dəŋ likely 
80 sleep (v.) dik dik  keŋ luəʔ dɛek likely 
81 scratch (v.)(person) ʔɛh ʔeh  ɛ  h ɛh likely 
82 die (v.) ʔləp ŋəp/ʰləp slap sl p slap likely 
83 sit (v.) ʔᵊᵑku  ʔk     ʔ ŋku  ʔɑŋkʊ  likely 
84 stand (v.) cʰɔːr cʰɔ ː r chɔː cʰo cʰɔː likely 
85 walk (v.) dɨr dɘr daə ɗaə daə likely 
86 push (v.) ruɲ r ɲ  rʊ ɲ rʊɲ likely 
87 throw (overhand) bɔh bɔh  kʊ p kʊp unlikely 
88 fall (v, prs, off cliff) ʰlak ʰlak  tʰleaʔ tʰleəʔ likely 
89 swim (v.) hɨl hɨl  hael haɛl  likely 
90 give ʔoː  ʔoː  ʔao  aʊ  ʔaɔ  likely 
91 tie (v.) cɔːŋ cɔ ː ŋ cɒːŋ cɔŋ cɑːŋ likely 
92 wipe (v.) cuːt cuːt  cut cuːt likely 
93 rub (v.)  ʔdɔh dɔh  ɗ ɔ h dɔh likely 
94 wash (v.) (dishes) læaŋ lɛaŋ  liəŋ, liəŋ can liəŋ [caːn] likely 

95 hit (v w/ small stick) 
ʋa  (dal = khmer for 
boxing, tɔp = Khe for 
boxing) 

ʋa  (dal = khmer 
for boxing, tɔp = 
Khe for boxing) 

 vaj waj  likely 

96 cut (v.) (hair) kat kat  k t kat likely 
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# English Peam Khes Khes Kraom 
Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Andrew Carson) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Diethelm Kanjahn) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 
Eric Pawley) 

Cognate? 

97 split (v. wood) puh puh  k p, k p  ɔ h puh likely 
98 stab (v.) cak cak caʔ c ʔ caʔ likely 
99 squeeze (v.) (lemon) crabac crabac  cr ɔ   c crɑbac likely 
100 dig (v.) (a hole) cik ci  k ciːk cik ciːk likely 
101 one (person) moaj moaj muə  muə  muə  likely 
102 two (people) pir pir piː pi piː likely 
103 three (people) biː biː bəi    i bə  likely 
104 four (people) boan boan buən  uən buən likely 
105 five (people) pram pram pɾam pram pram likely 
106 six (people) pram moaj pram moaj pɾam muə  pramuə  pram muə  likely 
107 seven (people) pram pil pram pil pɾam piː prampi, prampəl pram piː likely 
108 eight (people) pram baj pram biː pɾam bəi pram   i pram bə  likely 
109 nine (people) pram buan pram boan pɾam buən pram uən pram buən likely 
110 ten (people) dɔb dɔb dɒp ɗɔp dɑp likely 
111 many (people) crəːn crɨːn cɾaən cəraən craən likely 
112 all (people) taŋ ɔh taŋ ɔh tɛaŋ ʔɒh teaŋʔ  ɔ h teəŋ ʔɑh likely 
113 big tʰum tʰum thom tʰ  ɔ m tʰɔm likely 
114 small kᵊtuːc tuːc touc tɔʊc tɔoc likely 
115 long (string) ʋɛːŋ ʋɛːŋ wɛːŋ vɛŋ weːŋ likely 
116 short (height) tɛəp tɛəp  tiəp tiəp likely 
117 right (side) sᵊdam sᵊdam khaːŋ sdam kʰaŋ sət m [kʰaːŋ] sdam likely 
118 left (side) cʰɸiːŋ cʰɸiːŋ khaːŋ cwɛːŋ kʰaŋ chveŋ [kʰaːŋ] cwɛeŋ likely 
119 far cŋa  cʰŋa  chŋaː  cʰŋa  cŋaː  likely 
120 near tiəp tiəp/ cit cɨt c  t cɨt possible 
121 black kʰmaw kʰmaw  kmaw kʰm ɯ kmaɯ likely 
122 white sɔː sɔː sɒː sɔ sɑː likely 
123 red krɔhɔːm krɔhɔːm kɾɒhɒːm kr  ɔ hɔm krɑhɑːm likely 
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124 blue kʰiəw kʰiəw  kʰ uv   likely 
125 new fʰmiː fʰmiː  tʰmɛi tʰmə  likely 
126 hot (water) kdaw kdaw kdaw kʰt ɯ kdaɯ likely 
127 cold (water) trɔcɛak trɨcɛak tɾacɛaʔ tr ceaʔ trɑceəʔ likely 
128 heavy tʰŋɔn tʰŋon thŋuən tʰŋʊ n tŋʊn likely 
129 full (container) pɛɲ pɛɲ pɛɲ peɲ pəɲ likely 
130 good lɔʔɔː lɔʔɔː lʔɒː l  ʔɔ lʔɑː      likely 
131 bad (evil) akrɔk akrɔk ʔakɾɔ/  kr  ɔ ʔ ʔaːkrɔʔ likely 
132 I (familiar) kʰɲom kʰɲom/ʔaɲ khɲom kʰɲ  ɔ m kʰɲɔm likely 
133 he, she kət kət koət ko t kɔət likely 
134 we (inclusive)  ɨːŋ  ɨːŋ  əːŋ  ɵŋ  əːŋ likely 
135 mist ʔap (coh) ʔap (coh)  ʔ p ʔap likely 
136 rainbow ʔantənuː ʔəntənuː ʔəintha/nuː ʔəntənu ʔanthanuu likely 
137 lightning mᵊharik mᵊharik pleik bɒntoː pʰleik    ɔ nto pleik bantoo unlikely 
138 thunder pkor (lən is verb) pkor (lən is verb) phkɔː loən pko lo n pkɔɔ loən likely 
139 shade mᵊlop mᵊlop  məlʊ p  likely 
140 morning prɯk prɯk peːl pɾɨk  pr  k pelpr  k peel prɨk likely 
141 noon tʰŋa  trɔŋ tʰŋa  trɔŋ  tʰŋ i tr ɔ ŋ  likely 
142 yesterday mᵊsəl maɲ ŋkəl məsəːl   m  s l məɲ msəl mɛɲ likely 
143 tomorrow ŋa  sᵊɛːk  səɛːk  sʔaek sʔaek likely 
144 year cʰnam cʰnam  cʰn m cnam likely 
145 east kʰaŋ kɨːt kʰaŋ kɨːt  kaŋ kaət khaaŋ kaət likely 
146 west kʰaŋ lic kʰaŋ lic  kaŋ lɨc khaaŋ ləc likely 
147 north ɟɨːŋ ɟɨːŋ  kaŋ cɵŋ khŋ cəəŋ  likely 
148 south tᵊbuːŋ tᵊbuːŋ  kaŋ tʰə ɔ�ʊŋ khŋ tbouŋ  likely 
149 sea sramɔt sramɔt  s  m ɔ t samot likely 
150 mud pʰɔk pʰɔk  pʰʊək/pʰ ɔ k  likely 
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151 dust pʰu diː pʰu   tʰuli, hɔ iɗ  i  possible 
152 sand diː ksac ksac  ks c ksac likely 
153 gold mɛ h mɛ h miəh miəh miəh likely 
154 silver prak prak  praʔ praʔ likely 
155 iron dɛːk deːk  ɗaeʔ daeʔ likely 
156 cave ruːŋ (pruːŋ is for animal) pruːŋ pʰnom  ruŋ pʰnʊ m ruunɡ likely 
157 forest prə  prej pɾɨ  prɛi cʰɵ  likely 
158 branch mɛːk cʰɨ meːk  mɛːk mɛk mɛɛk likely 
159 thorn pən laː pən laː bɒnlaː   ɔ nla bɑnlaa likely 
160 seed krəp krɘp kɾoəp kro p kroəp likely 
161 bamboo rɯsɯː rɯsɯː  rɨsɛi rɨhsəy likely 
162 bamboo shoot təmpɛaŋ təmpɛaŋ  tʊ mpeaŋ tump aŋ likely 
163 mushroom pᵊsət pᵊsət phsɛt psət psət likely 
164 cane/rattan (big) tambɔːŋ təmbɔ ː ŋ  pɗ ɯ pdaw unlikely 
165 kapok dɨm kor dɨm kor  ɗaəm ko  likely 
166 sugarcane ᵐpɨw ᵐpɨw   ɔ mpə  qɑmpɨw likely 
167 betelnut mᵊluː mᵊluː  məlu məluː likely 
168 lime (for betel chew) kᵊmboːr kᵊmboːr  k ɔ m ao  likely 
169 opium ʔapʰiən ʔapʰiən  apʰiən  likely 
170 liquor sraː sra ː  sɾaː sra sraa sɑɑ likely 
171 papaya (fruit) ləhoŋ ləhoŋ  pʰlae ləhɔŋ lhoŋ likely 
172 mango (fruit) sʋa  sʋa   pʰlae sva   likely 
173 jackfruit (fruit) kʰnor kʰnor  pʰlae kʰn ɔ l kʰᵊnɑᵒ likely 
174 coconut (fruit) ɗuːŋ ɗuːŋ  pʰlae ɗoʊŋ  likely 
175 eggplant (fruit) trɔp trɔp tɾɒp pʰlae trɔ•p trɑp likely 
176 peanut səndɛːk diː səndɛːk diː  sɔ nɗaeʔ ɗ i  likely 
177 ginger kʰɲa  kɲa   kʰɲɛi kɲəy likely 
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178 garlic kᵊtɨm sɔː kᵊtɨm sɔ ː   kʰət  m sɔ  likely 
179 corn puːt puːt poːt pot poot likely 
180 chili pepper prətɪh mərtɪh mtɛh  mətɛ  h məteeh  likely 
181 paddy rice sᵊrow srow sɾouw srə ɯ/srə wv  srəw likely 
182 cooked rice baː  ba ː   baː   a  baay likely 

183 pounded rice ʔɔŋkɔː ʔŋkɔː ʔɒnkɒː  ŋkɔ 
ʔɑnkɑɑ 
sɑmroup 

likely 

184 tiger kʰlaː kʰlaː khlaː kʰla klaa likely 
185 bear kʰlaː kʰmum kʰlaː kʰmum khlaː khmum kʰla kʰmʊ m klaa kmum likely 
186 deer kᵊdan kᵊdan kdan kt n kdan likely 
187 gibbon toːc tuːc toːc toc tooc likely 
188 rabbit ʔɔnsa   sa ː   tuənsaː  t nsa  t ənsaay likely 
189 rat kəndor kəndor kɒndol k ɔ nɗ ɔ l kɑndol likely 
190 bark (verb) pruh kɔh   prʊ h pruh possible 

191 cat miaw miaw chmaː cʰma cmaa 
unlikely 
(Khe likely 
onomatopoetic) 

192 cow k ː k ː koː ko koo likely 
193 milk tɨk dɔh tɨk dɔh   tɨk ɗɔh ko  likely 
194 buffalo krɔbɯː kfɨ bɯː kɾɒbəi krɔ    i krɑbəy likely 
195 horn (of buffalo) sənəŋ sənəŋ snaɛŋ snaeŋ snaeŋ likely 
196 tail kəntu  kənt   kantuj k ɔ ntu  kɑntuy likely 
197 elephant tɔmrə  tɨmrɘ  dɒmɾəi ɗɔmrɛi dɑmrəy likely 
198 tusk (elephant) pʰluk pʰl k phluk pʰl k pluk likely 
199 nest (bird) sɔmbok sɨmbok   s ɔ m  ɔ k sɑmbok likely 
200 fly (verb) hər hər   haə hɑh, haə likely 
201 duck tɛa tɛ  ah tiə tiə tiə likely 
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202 turtle  dəːk  dəːk ʔandaək  nɗaək ʔɑndaək likely 
203 frog ʔaŋkeːp ʔaŋkeːp kɒŋkaɛp k ɔ ŋkaep kɑŋkaep likely 
204 insect sat ləʔit sat tuc tuːc  s t ləʔət  possible 
205 spider piŋ pɛaŋ piŋ pɛ  aŋ piːŋpiəŋ piŋp əŋ piiŋpiəŋ likely 
206 louse (head) caj ca    c i cay likely 
207 termite kəndiər kəndia r  kɔ nɗiə kɑndiə likely 
208 cockroach kənlaːt kənla ː t  k ɔ nlat  likely 
209 snail kʃɔːŋ kʃɔːŋ  kcɔŋ kyɑɑŋ likely 
210 mosquito   m ːh muːh m h muuh likely 
211 face   muk muk mʊ k muk likely 
212 forehead   tʰŋaː  tʰŋ h tŋaah likely 
213 nose   crɔmɔh cɾamoh crɔ m h crɑmoh likely 
214 cheek   tᵊpəːl  tʰpo l tp əl likely 
215 shave (beard) (verb)   koːr  kao pʊ k mo t kao likely 
216 navel   pᵊcət  psət pcɛt likely 
217 lungs   suwet suət suət suət likely 
218 liver   tʰləːm thlaəm tʰlaəm tlaəm likely 
219 elbow   k ŋ da    kaeŋɗ i kaeŋ day likely 
220 palm   ba t ɗa     at ɗ i baat day likely 
221 buttocks   kut ʔac  k ɔ mpɛh kut kuut likely 
222 leg   cɨːŋ  cɵŋ cəəŋ likely 
223 thigh   pʰlaw plɨw pʰləɯ pləw likely 
224 heel   kra ː    kaeŋ cɵŋ kaeŋcəəŋ unlikely 
225 sweat   ɲɨh  ɲɵh  likely 
226 excrement   ʔa c   c liəm əʔ likely 
227 woman   srə  stɾə  mənʊ h srɛi sətrəy likely 
228 father   ʔəw ʔəwpuk  ɯpʊ k ʔəwpuk likely 
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229 widow   məmaː   memaj meemaay likely 
230 friend   kɨtɨː  puəʔmaʔ  unlikely 
231 boat   t ːk tuːk tuk tuuk likely 
232 door   tᵊfar twiə tviə twiə possible 
233 wall of house   nceaŋ  cʊ ɲceaŋ  likely 
234 mat   kəntiːl  kɔ ntel  likely 
235 blanket   moam  pʰu  phuəy unlikely 
236 weave ( cloth ) (verb)   tᵊbaɲ tbaːɲ tʰ aɲ tbaaɲ likely 
237 needle     c l mcul məcʊ l mcul likely 
238 comb (n. for hair)   krah  krah sɔ k kraah likely 
239 mortar   tbal tbal kən t  l   ɔ ʔ tbalkən likely 
240 pestle    dreː ʔɔŋɾɛː  ɔ ŋrae ʔɑŋrɛɛ likely 
241 firewood   ɔh ʔoh ʔ ɔ h ʔoh likely 
242 drum   skor skɔː sko, sko vaj skɔɔ likely 
243 spear   lᵊmpɛŋ lumpɛːŋ lʊmpæŋ  likely 
244 knife   kəmbit kambət k m  ə t kambət likely 
245 see (verb)   məl kʰɨɲ khəːɲ kɵɲ  likely 
246 swallow (verb)   liːp  lep leep likely 
247 hungry (adj)   kʰlaːn khlɨən kʰliən klɨən likely 
248 full (stomach) (adj)   cᵊʔeːt  cʰəʔaet cʔaet likely 
249 drunk   srəʋəŋ sɾɒwəŋ sr ɔ v  ŋ srɑwəŋ likely 
250 cough (verb)   k  ʔɔ ː k  kʰəʔɔːʔ kʔɑɑʔ likely 
251 sneeze (verb)   kᵊ ɗah  k ɔ nɗ h kɑndah likely 
252 yawn (verb)   sŋap sŋaːp sŋap sŋaap likely 
253 whistle (verb)   huac huəc huəc huəc likely 
254 suck (v. baby)   ɲɪm baw cʊ ncuəʔ baw unlikely 
255 lick (verb)   liːt  l t lɨt likely 
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256 smile (verb)   ɲɨɲɨːm  ɲoɲɨm  likely 
257 speak (verb)   mɨ a  niʔ iə  n ʔ ə  niʔyiəy likely 
258 tell (verb)   prap  prap  likely 
259 sing (verb)   cᵊriaŋ cɾiəŋ cəriəŋ criəŋ likely 
260 think (verb)   kɨt kɨt k t kɨt likely 
261 forget (verb)   pʰlɛc phlɛc pʰlɛ  c plɨc likely 
262 choose (verb)   rɯː  oː  c  rɵhrɵh crəəh rəəh possible 
263 love (verb)   rɘp sɾɒlaɲ sr ɔ laɲ srɑlaɲ unlikely 
264 dream (verb)   (dik) rɯsɔp  uəl sɒp  uəlsɔp y əl sɑp likely 
265 medicine   tʰnam lip thnam tʰn m pʰciə al tnam likely 
266 itch (verb)   rɨm ɔh  r mo h  likely 
267 enter (verb)   cuːl coul cɔʊl coul likely 
268 return (verb)   lɔp tɾɒlɒp mɔːk tr ɔ l ɔ p trɑlɑp mɔɔk likely 
269 pull (verb)   tɛaɲ  tiəɲ  likely 
270 sink (verb)   lic  l  c lɨc likely 
271 flow (verb)   huːr  hɔʊ hou likely 
272 bathe (verb)   muc tɨk ŋuːt tɨk ŋut tɨk ŋuut tɨk likely 
273 plant (verb)   dam  ɗ m dam likely 
274 bury (a corpse) (verb)   kɔp kɒp k ɔ p kɑp likely 
275 winnow(rice)(v.)   ʔom ʔom ʔ ɔʊ m ʔom likely 
276 dry (sth.) (verb)   h ːl haːl hal haal likely 
277 pound (rice) (v.)   bok boʔ   ɔ ʔ bok likely 
278 cook (rice) (verb)   dam baː   ɗ m  a  dambaay likely 
279 boil (sth.) (verb)   dam tɨk  ɗ m slɔ damtɨk likely 
280 work (verb)   tʰɨ kar  tvɵka twəə kaa likely 
281 shoot (verb)   baɲ baɲ   ɲ baɲ likely 
282 buy (verb)   tɪ  ɲ tiɲ t ɲ tɨɲ likely 
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283 sell (verb)   lʊk luəʔ luəʔ l əʔ likely 
284 steal (verb)   luɪc luəc lʊəc luəc likely 
285 few (adj)    tɛc  tuɪc bɒntɛc bɒntuəc pi  i bɑntəc bɑntuəc likely 
286 thick (adj)   krah kɾah kr h krah likely 
287 thin (adj)   sɗəːŋ sdaəŋ sətaəŋ sdaəŋ likely 
288 fat (adj)   tʰət  tʰ at  likely 
289 skinny (adj)   skoːm skɔːm skom skɔɔm likely 
290 wide, broad (adj)   tʰum tᵊlɛaj  tʰ m tuliə   likely 
291 deep (adj)   ɟrow  cərə ɯ  likely 
292 shallow (adj)   rɛak  re ʔ  likely 
293 round (adj)   mul muːl mul muul likely 
294 yellow   lɨəŋ lɨəŋ lɨəŋ lɨəŋ likely 
295 dirty (adj)   akrɔk kɾɒkwɒq kɔ kʰvɔʔ, krɔ kʰvɔʔ kɑkwɑʔ possible 
296 dark (adj)   ŋɘŋɨt  c h, po  c h  unlikely 
297 bright (adj)   pʰlɯ  cʰaət, po  cʰaət  unlikely 
298 different (adj)   kʰoh kʰnea khoh kniə k ɔ h kʰnie khoh kniə likely 
299 sweet (adj)   pᵊʔiːm phʔaɛm pʰʔaem pʔaem likely 
300 sour     cuː cu cuu  
301 bitter (adj)     lwiːŋ ləviŋ lwiiŋ  
302 spicy, hot (adj)     hɛl h  l hɛl  
303 rotten      rəlu  pʊk  
304 swollen (adj)      haəm haəm  
305 dry (adj)     sŋuət sŋuət   
306 wet (adj)     tətɨk totɨk tətɨk  
307 sharp (adj)     mut mʊ t mut  
308 blunt (adj)     ɾɨl rəl rɨl  
309 hard (adj)      r  ŋ rɨŋ  
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310 smooth (adj)      rəloŋ   
311 fast (adj)      lɨən   
312 slow (adj)       ɨt   
313 strong (adj)      kʰl ŋ klaŋ    
314 weak (adj)      kʰsao  t ən  
315 tired (adj)      ʔ ɔ h k ɔ ml ŋ qɑh kɑmlaŋ  
316 blind (adj)      kv ʔ kwaʔ  
317 deaf (adj)      tʰl ɔ ŋ tlɑŋ  
318 bald      tʊ mpæk tumpɛɛk  
319 naked      kʰluən totɛi.srat ʔaa kraat  
320 correct (adj)     tɾouw trəmtr ɔʊv  trəw  
321 wrong (adj)     khoh kʰɔ h   
322 when (past)      kal na   
323 when (future)      pel na   
324 where      k ɔ nlaeŋ na   
325 who      neak na n əʔ naa  
326 what      av  i əʔvəy  
327 how many (persons)      p ɔ nman pon maan  
328 wet rice field     cɒmkaː srae   
329 ripe (adj)     tum t m tum  
330 rice seedling      s ɔ mnap   
331 water leech      cʰlɵŋ cləəŋ  
332 land leech      tiəʔ   
333 earthworm      cʊ nlen  unleen  
334 you (2s)     nɛaʔ, /aɛŋ     
335 they     puəʔkɛɛ     
336 take (verb)      ɔk yok yɔɔk  
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337 disappear (verb)          
338 bend (the body,v.)      pʊ t ?ao  kaoŋ   
339 lift (verb)     ləːk lɵk   
340 do/make (verb)     twəː tvɵ twəə  
341 don't (do it)      k ɔ m tvɵ   
342 disgusting      roʔaəm   
343 warm      kʰət ɯ ləmɔm   
344 difficult      p ʔ ak   
345 easy      sruəl sruəl  
346 loose        rɔluŋ  
347 11          
348 12          
349 13          
350 14          
351 15          
352 16          
353 17          
354 18          
355 19          
356 20      m  pʰɛi   
357 21          
358 22          
359 23          
360 24          
361 25          
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362 26          
363 27          
364 28          
365 29          
366 30          
367 40          
368 50          
369 60          
370 70          
371 80          
372 90          
373 100 (persons)     muə  ɾɔː  muə ro  muəy rɔɔy  
374 200          
375 1000 (persons)     muə  poən muə po n   
376 2000          
377 wind     k ɒl kʰc ɔ l kcɑl  
378 hail      pr  l   
379 flood          
380 fog          
381 lake       ə ŋ bəŋ  
382 pong          
383 drought          
384 dry ricefield          
385 darden           
386 grass land          
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387 cliff      cər ŋ   
388 fragrant          
389 stinky      səʔ ɔ     
390 empty        tɔtee, ʔɑh  
391 ripe cooked (stn)          
392 carry on shoulder (tuuy)          
393 return home          
394 come here      mok mɔɔk nɛh  
395 go there          
396 to open month          
397 to roar (tiger)          
398 to crow (rooster)          
399 to set a trap          
400 to sharpen (a knife)          
401 to skin an aninal          
402 to clear land      k p cʊ mka   
403 to steam rice          
404 to stic          
405 to tear          
406 to marry          
407 to write     sɒsɛi   sɑɑsei  
408 to smoke          
409 to chew        tumpiə  
410 to drown      lʊəŋ t  k sl p   
411 to explode          
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412 to ascend        laəŋ  
413 to descend        coh  
414 to give birth          
415 can, to be able to          
416 to graze          
417 to hide          
418 to like          
419 to read          
420 1 bowl of rice          
421 I have 3 children          
422 it is raining          
423 it is cold today          
424 my wife          
425 our house          
426 this village          
427 that water buffalo          
428 this man is old          
429 where does he live?          
430 I do not know him          
431 today I work in the field          
432 dam          
433 grain          
434 well          
435 room     bɒntup   bɑntup  
436 bridge      spiən   
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# English Peam Khes Khes Kraom 
Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Andrew Carson) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Diethelm Kanjahn) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 
Eric Pawley) 

Cognate? 

437 copper      spo n   
438 above        khŋ ləə  
439 below        khŋ kraom  
440 inside        khnɡ knonɡ  
441 outside        khnɡ kraw  
442 this year          
443 next year          
444 last year          
445 new year          
446 day after tomorrow          
447 day before yesterday          
448 tree trunk        daəm   
449 onion          
450 melon     tɾɒsɒʔ   trɑsɑʔ  
451 cucumber          
452 pumpkin          
453 bean          
454 cotton      k p h   
455 goat          
456 horse          
457 owl          
458 crow          
459 crab     kdaːm   kdaam  
460 shrimp          
461 worm intenstinal          
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# English Peam Khes Khes Kraom 
Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Andrew Carson) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Diethelm Kanjahn) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 
Eric Pawley) 

Cognate? 

462 grasshopper          
463 ant        srɑ maoc  
464 shoulder     smaː sma smaa  
465 waist          
466 body      rup kaj kluan  
467 evil spirit          
468 soul          
469 younger sister       əʔɔʊn srɛi pʔoun srəy  
470 older sister       ɔŋsrɛi bɑɑŋ srəy  
471 grandfather          
472 grandmother          
473 guest          
474 corpse          
475 rice porridge          
476 oil      prɛiŋ preiŋ  
477 tobacco          
478 cloth          
479 threads       ɔ m  ɔ h   
480 needle          
481 ladder        c əndaə  
482 plow          
483 hoe      cɔp k p   
484 bucket          
485 winnowing basket      k pʰa   
486 rope          
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# English Peam Khes Khes Kraom 
Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Andrew Carson) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 

Diethelm Kanjahn) 

Central Khmer 
(submitted by 
Eric Pawley) 

Cognate? 

487 sickle          
488 axe        puuthaw  
489 carcoal      kcuŋ tyuunɡ  
490 bank, shore      mo t t nle   
491 song           
492 story          
493 late          
494 early          
495 clever          
496 alive     ɾuəh ruəh   
497 dead          
498 hard surface          
499 soft surface      t n   

 


